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fftplanatory notes 

Ostan  is a Parsi word used in this text to denote one of the eleven pro- 

vino«*  of Iran. 

The monetary unit in Iran is the rial  (Rls).    During the period covered by this 

report    the value of the rial  in relation to the U3 dollar was |U31   = Ml» 70.62. 

A iluh between date« (e.g.  1970/71 ) indicate! a crop year,  financial year 

or academic year. 

The use of a hyphen between date« (e.g. 1974-1976) indioates the full period 

involved,  including the beginning and end yean. 

The following abbreviation« are u««d in thi« report! 

ASAC A«ian Standard« Advi«ory Committee 

BIPM International Bureau of Weight« and Measures 

CBB Comité lurope» du Baton 

CIB International Commission for Illumination 

08PM General Cotmcil of Weight« and Measure« 

IK International Elect «technical Commi««ion 

I5IRI Institute of Standard« and Indu«trial Mesaaroh of Ira« 

ISO International Organisation for Standardization 

OIML International Organisation of Ugal Metrology 

OIPN International Organisation of Weights and Measures 

•CD Regional Co-operation for Development 

SI International System   (base measurement) 

WAIT»        World Aasooiation of Industrial and Teohnioal Rasearoh 
Organisations 

The   designati«« employed Mid the presentation of the »tarlai & *•*• 

feeument do not imply the eipreeeion of »y opinion whatsoever m the part of 

the Secretariat of the United Nations oonoeming the legal statu« of any oountry, 

territory, city or area or of its authorities, or oonoeming the delimitation 

of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and oommeroial produets does not imply endorsement 

by the United Nation« Industrial Development Organisation (UMIDO). 
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ABSTRACT 

The Government  of Iran wished to expand and develop the Metrology Centre esta- 

blished during the project "Institute  of Standards and Industrial Researoh, Karaj" 

(DP/lRA/69/534),   for which the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO)  acted as executing agency for the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP).    The objective vrais to broaden the application to industry of scientific 

metrology and standardization,  including materials testing and quality control, 

with particular reference to revising the Weights and Measures Law of Iran. 

At  the request  of the Government  for assistance,  an expert in weights and 

measures  was provided by UNDP for one year.    The period was subsequently extended 

by four months ending in March 1976.     The expert's duties were tot 

(a) Advise on the development  of the metrology services,  including organi- 
sational,  legal and managerial aspects; 

(b) Recommend measures to improve facilities  for checking calibration, 
inspection of weights and measures and measuring instruments; 

(c) Assist  in planning a training programme  for professional  staff; 

(d) Train local staff. 

His  recommendation was that the present project  should be extended by three 

years,   or that a new scientific/legal metrology project  should be launched with 

the  following aimsi 

(a) To ensure that the ISIRI has the competance to reproduce all baae and 
derived International   System    (Si) units to the highest  degree of accuracy.    The 
Institute  should also be equipped adequately to enable  it to undertake  complicated 
measurement  jobs and test and certify sophisticated manufactures; 

(b) The Metrology Law will,  sooner or later,  encompass aspects  of public 
welfare,  health and safety, to equip the Legal Metrology Laboratories  with equip- 
ment   suitable for setting up a three- or four-level  calibration chain to traoe and 
verify all the measures and measuring instruments to national standards. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first  step towards the establishment of standards of weights and mea- 

sures in Iran was taken as far back aB  31 Nay 1925»  when a Law enforcing the use 

of metric units  waB enacted and a Bureau of Weights and Measures created.    The 

actual enforcement beoame more  rigorous after the enactment of another Law on 

1  January 1933.    Prom May 1962 onwards,  the Institute  of Standards took over the 

responsibility of enforcing the Weights and Measures Law and in 1965 was renamed 

the Institute of Standards and Industrial Research of Iran (iSlRl).     It  was in 

this Institute that the most significant step,  which promoted the cause  of scien- 

tific and legal  metrology and standardization in Iran,  was taken as a consequence 

of the  recommendation made by a United Nations "Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization  (UNESCO)  expert, Richard Vieweg,   on an exploratory mission 

in his  report  of August  1966 on the setting up of a Metrology Centre at the ISIRI. 

The Governing Council  of the United Nations Development Programme  (UNDP) accepted 

the request of the Iranian Government  for technical assistance  in establishing 

the Centre and enlisted the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO)  with the  execution of the project.    The Plan of Operation was  signed on 

31 October 1971•    The  planning and designing of the laboratories and the purchase 

of important  items of equipment  were carried out by the Project Manager and his 

team of experts.    The expert  on weights and measures took up his assignment  in 

November 1974.    His duties were tot 

(a) Advise and assist  in the revision,  amendment,  extension and develop- 
ment  of the existing field metrology services,   including organizational,  legal 
and managerial aspects of its activities; 

(b) Recommend measures to improve, modify or update the methods and 
facilities used for checking,  calibration and inspection of weights,  measures 
and measuring instruments in the existing branch offices throughout the country; 

(c) Assist  in working out a programme  for training professional staff in 
the specialized tasks of checking,  calibration and inspection of weights and mea- 
sures,   including the  organization of training courses for weights and me saures 
inspectors; 

(d) Train local staff in the above field. 

His recommendations are contained in the body of this report. 

Soon after the expert reported for duty, the Director Cenerai of the ISIRI 

requested that a comprehensive Note on the Revision of the Weights and Measures 

Law of Iran be prepared.    This Note was subsequently translated into Farsi for 

presentation to Parliament.    (Ingush original, annex I). 
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The Note stresses the  importance of scientific metrology,  legal metrology 

and standardization in the economic growth of the country and suggests the re- 

vision of the existing Weights and Measures Law of Iran to make  it all-encompassing. 

The authorities would than be able to exercise the control necessary in   important 

fields relating to public welfare,   health and «afety, besides controlling the 

accuracy of measures and measuring instruments  intended for everyday use. 

The Weights  and Measures Law,  as such,  has not  been  revised,  although modi- 

fications have been made  to the  ISIRI Law,   which  includes the Weights and Measures 

Law.    The revision of the Weights  and Measures Law is expected to be  implemented 

only when the proper authorities decide to  include various aspects  of public 

welfare,  health and safety,  in its ambit.    The modification of the ISIRI Law 

will,  for the present,   enable the  Institute to extend the Law to additional  items, 

hitherto excluded.    The  safety aspect  is,  for the time being,   taken care  of by 

declaring some national  specifications compulsory.    In the  long run, however, 

this will not be adequate  as all aspects of safety cannot  be covered properly 

in this manner.    The Note  on the Revision of the  Law also contains a broad out- 

line of ISIRI's programme  of work.    The work carried out   in connection with lay- 

ing down  specifications  for commercial grade  weights which  included the  construc- 

tion of experimental models  in different  shapes au 1 the calculation of their 

dimensions  is described  in the Note entitled New Series  of Commercial Grade 

Weights  for Use  in  Iran   (aunf. II). 

Clauses  relating to the Weights and Measures Law for inclusion in the com- 

posite ISIRI Law were  suggested as an interim measure,  pending the complete revi- 

sion of the Weights and Measures Law itself at  a later date  (annex III). 

A draft  illustrated brochure  on the structure and organization of the ISIRI 

which would later urn as background material for publicity relating to the 

reviled Weight« and Measures Law,  mi prepared in Maroh 1976 (annex IV). 

v* 
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I.    FINDDiaS 

The duties of the weights and measures expert, as  set out   in the Job 

Description,   cover practically every area necessary for the setting up of an 

efficient Legal Metrology Service, but  would perhaps require a much longer time 

to accomplish than the period agreed.      The more important jobs  were,  therefore, 

taken up first.    Progress in  some of them  is given below. 

A.    R>vi»iqp of the Weights and Measures Law 

One  of the highest priority jobs assigied by the Director General of the 

ISIRI was the  preparation of a comprehensive Note on the Revision  of the Heights 

and Measures Law of Iran,  required for presentation to Parliament.    When finished 

it  was translated into Parsi. 

The  chief points covered  in  this Note   (annex i)  arei 

1.    Importance of metrology 

The Note  stresses the  importance of scientific and  legal metrology to the 

general  well—being of the people of a country, by the  control  it  exercises over 

the accuracy  of various measures and measuring instruments used  in different 

areas of public  health and safety. 

The highe^l   importano« should be given to the testing of various diagnostic 

medical  instruments and appliances,  such  as clinical thermometers,  sphygmomano- 

meters,  hypodermic syringes, X-ray dosimeters,  radiation monitoring badges, eye- 

ball pressure testing devices,  electrocardiographs and many other instruments 

used by the  medical profession. 

The next   field to be oovered should be the  instruments used  for ensuring 

safety during travel (altimeter» fitted  in transport aeroplanes,   speed iMMurlnc 

and   apeed    Uniting   dsvioss    used   in    road   vehicles)    and    Inst nasuti 

for ensuring proper working conditions  in  factories,  safety on  roads,  and domes- 

tic conditions  in residential  areas, as  well as proper environmental conditions 

in schools and colleges etc.  by the control of noise,   light and  similar factors. 

The accuracy of measuring instruments,  employed for measuring the pollution 

of land,  water and air are equally important for the general well-being of the 

people,   specially in thickly populated  areas, but these  can be taken up in a 

later phase  of the Ai forcement Plan. 
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Although a provision exists in the ISIRI Law for declaring a standard com- 

pulsory,  if safety in the use  of the  item covered by it is to be ensured,  this 

provision is not  sufficient to extend to all  important safety areas,  which can 

best be controlled by the Metrology Law. 

2.    Rapid industrialization through legal metrology 

The importance of legal metrology in the rapid industrialization of a coun- 

try is stressed,  particularly in the field of the engineering industries,  by 

the  carrying out  of compulsory periodic verification of various measures and 

measuring instruments used in manufacturing processes.    Although the actual cali- 

bration of such instruments is usually undertaken only in the Scientific Metrology 

Laboratories,  as the Legal Metrology Laboratories are seldom equipped adequately 

for such sophisticated work,   compulsion has to be enforced through the Metrology 

Law. 

3«    Batter standards of scientific and technical education 

As usually no provision exists  for the control  of the accuracy of the weights, 

linear or other measures and measuring instruments employed for educational pur- 

poses in schools and colleges,  their quality has sometimes been found to be even 

poorer than the corresponding items available  for trade purposes.    This is be- 

cause the commercial measures  are compulsorily checked under the Metrology Law, 

whereas the educational measures are not checked at  all.    When the provisions of 

legal metrology are enforced for the control of the accuracy of measuring instru- 

ments and apparatus used in educational institutions, the standard of practical 

work carried out by the students automatically rises. 

These important aspects of legal metrology and the question of revising the 

Metrology Law of Iran were discussed with the authorities concerned, and it was 

decided that  it would be better to extend the Law to these areas only after the 

ISIRI and the Legal Metrology Laboratories have been adequately equipped.    For 

the present,   it would meet the requirements of the aViforoement Departments,   if 

the ISIRI Law,  which includes the Heights and Measures Law,   is   aswnded   to in- 

clude a few more appropriate clauses so that the Law could cover some of the more 

important additional items.    Additional clauses suggested for inclusion in the 

ISIRI Law are given in annex III. 

It may not be out of place to mention here that a Legal Metrology Department 

is oonoemed only with verifying the acouraoy of various measuring instruments 

used in important publie welfare areas, it 1« not oonoemed with oontrolling 
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any of these areas themselves, i.e. a Legal Metrology Department  is not 

responsible  for controlling Public Health Departments, Safety Departments, Anti- 

Pollution Departments  or industrial  establishments,   its duty ends  when  it has 

checked the  accuracy  of the   instruments employed by these departments.     If any 

Department  violates the compulsory checking proviso,   the Legal Metrology Depart- 

ment   nan bring such departments to book.    Its chief objective is to ensure that 

no damage  is  done to anyone  through  inaccurate measurements.    The  general  impres- 

sion that the Legal  Metrology Department  wants to control everything in which a 

measurement   is  involved,   is not correct. 

B.    Steps  to be taken when the Law ja revised 

It  has been pointed out  in the Note that as and when the Law of Iran  is 

revised to cover any or all  of the above-mentioned sophisticated areas,   it would 

be necessary tot 

(a) Equip the Metrology Centre adequately to enable it to achieve the 
quality level   for calibrating the  remaining important International System (Si) 
units  of measurement ; 

(b) Arrange for all the State Enforcement Laboratories to be provided 
with sufficient space and equipment,  to enable them to discharge their function« 
efficiently and effectively; 

(c) Arrange for further training and regular refresher courses for exis- 
ting enforcement personnel; 

(d) Recruit   qualified additional staff for strengthening various 
Enforcement  Laboratories and provide training for them in  legal and scientific 
metrology; 

(e) Formulate  schedules,  i.e.  specifications for measures and measuring 
instruments  governed by the  Metrology Law; 

(f) Lay down verification and Model Approval  procedures and to equip 
the ISIRI Laboratories for carrying out the Model Approval of sophisticated mea- 
sures and measuring instruments. This equipment should not be restricted to the 
Metrology Centre, but extended to those laboratories concerned with facilitating 
Model Approval of some of the measuring instruments  relating to public welfare; 

(g) Draw up a complete verification programme and arrange  for the regular 
verification  of standards and ancillary equipment belonging to all the State 
Enforcement  Laboratories; 

(h)    Prepare brochures and publicity material to familiarize the public 
and industry etc. with the  benefits  of the new Law and the role of ISIRI in the 
industrial development of Iran; 

(i)    Participate actively in the technical work of the International 
Organization  of Legal Metrology (OIML); 

(j)    Set up a Legal  Metrology Cell at the ISIRI,  for co-ordinating related 
work. 
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G.    Technical assistance to manufacturera 
of weights and measures 

Visits were paid to manufacturers of commercial grade balances and weights, 

moat  of whom work on a cottage industry basis.    Werks of several manufacturers 

of weighing machines and of weighbridges were also visited to discover the  level 

at  which manufacturing was being carried out,  and whether the ISIRI could provide 

assistance to enable the  manufacturers to improve the  quality of their products. 

The two pan Be ranger-type balances are being used throughout Iran for every- 

day trade transactions and the total  requirement  of the country is being met by 

local manufacturt.    The quality of these balances is fairly good but    there  is 

at ill scope  for improving their sensitivity and reliability by properly advising 

manufacturers,  after careful tests have been made on their balances. 

D.    AsBiatance to industry other than 
through legal metrology 

The ISIRI is responsible for several associated disciplines, namely (a) the 

custody of national  standards and scientific metrology,  (b)  legal metrology, 

(c)  formulation of national standard specifications and codes of practice etc., 

including a quality marking scheme and quality control, and (d)  industrial testing 

and industrial development  research. 

An  institute of this type is of great advantage to the country.    It avoids 

unnecessary duplication of administration,  library,  workshop,  services and other 

common facilities,   including items of equipment,  and it has also rendered use- 

ful  service to industry in the most  economical manner.    However,  this Institute 

is capable of playing a key role in bringing about the rapid industrialization 

of Iran through import  substitution  of engineering products and export  promo- 

tion,  provided it  is furnished with the proper equipment  immediately.    Ctace pro- 

perly equipped, the Institute will be able to diversity and its combined metro- 

logy and testing activities will enable it  to detect defects in locally manu- 

factured articles by the use of appropriate calibration methods.    Thereafter it 

will be possible to take up industrial research and development projects for im- 

proving the quality of the product  in question and advising the manufacturers on 

the correct procedure.    It could be  said that testing is the basis of practical 

industrial research (see annex I). 
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Besides the Note on the Revision of the Weights and Measures Law of Iran 

twelve other Notes were preapred relating to subjects such as the laying down 

of specifications and tolerances for standard and commercial grade weights, 

working out new shapes and designs for these weights,  suggesting items of equip- 

ment for carrying out verification work and legal metrology, the  collection  of 

data for compiling registers for legal metrology for facilitating the Enforcement 

Programme and related topics.    The more  important subjects are dealt with below. 

B.   Controlling the accuracy of leccai metrology 
standards at various levels 

Arrangements were suggested and tolerances  laid down for seven grades of 

weights  (four for standard weights and three for commercial grade weights),   for 

relating the accuracy of the commercial grade weights tested by the Weights and 

Measures Inspectors to the national standard specifications of the Metrology Centre 

by means of a calibration chain.    Tables of tolerances have been provided for 

the operation of the calibration chain.    The Level - I legal metrology standards 

will possess the highest  accuracy and will  be calibrated against  the national 

standards of the Metrology Centre,  and maintained in the ISIRI.     These will be 

used for calibrating the  reference standards (Level  II) held by all tho major 

states in the country,  which in turn will be used for calibrating the secondary 

standards (Level III) held by every Legal Metrology Laboratory.    Theso Lpvel  III 

standards will be used for checking the Level IV,  i.e. the working standards, 

employed by the Inspectors of Weights and Measures for the verification of 

commercial grade weights. 

The concept of the calibration chain will be introduced as soon as the 

Weights and Measures Law is revised and arrangements made for the proper check- 

ing of standards at all levels of the chain. 

P.    Review of the spécifications for balances 

Specifications dealing with the designs and technical requirements for 

weights, balances and other measuring instruments were reviewed and a few 

modifications proposed.    Closer accuracy and sensitivity figures were suggested 

for various oapacities of balances.    These would be incorporated in the rele- 

vant standards when the conditions of manufacture are further improved. 
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0.   New ser; iriss of oommeroia 
Ait for use 5TE 

¿§Lf£lfe 
Ifil 

After carrying out a good deal of experimental work and making investiga- 

tions on the designs and shapes, as well as tolerances of commercial grade 

weights,  a proposal was put forward for the grading of weights into three de- 

grees, namely coarse grade,  fine grade and special  grade. 

Detailed work was undertaken on the choice of new shapes for oast iron 

weights,   as a high priority job,  as it was intended to replace all the old 

weights  in the country with those made in the new shapes.    Recommendations are 

laid down  in the Note entitled New Series of Commercial Grade Heights for Use 

in Iran  (see annex II). 

The idea is put forward also that by changing over gradually to the use of 

the automatic indicator-type balances for everyday trade throughout the country, 

the need  for the verification of commercial grade weights which is a compara- 

tively tedious process,   will be eliminated ultimately.    The checking of auto- 

matic balances is a very much simpler procedure and is carried out with a set  of 

standard weights, which an Inspector can carry easily.    However,   it will be worth- 

while to  pursue the concept of automatic balances    only when these can be manu- 

factured within the country. 

H«    Collection of data and préparation of registers 

In order to eliminate the use of untested weights and measures, it is neo- 

essary to compile registers containing essential information regarding manu- 

facturers,  dealers and repairers, as well as all users of weights and measures 

(i.e. all  shops and trading establishments),  together with a list  of the sets 

of weights and measures possessed by them.    Suoh registers will also be helpful 

in preparing periodic verification     programmes every one or two years, as may 

be required under the Law. 

I-    Purchase of verification equipment     . 

A list of essential items of equipment for oarrying out the day to day en- 

forcement  work required under the existing Law was compiled.    This inoludes 

laboratory equipment as well as portable equipment  for use in various Weights 

and Measures Laboratories and also in temporary camp  laboratories.    Camp 
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laboratories are set up in villages during enforcement campaigns.    The purohaee 

of these items ia important because the Inforoement Laboratories do not at pre- 

sent possess  suitable equipment.    Well equipped mobile  laboratories will be 

needed also for verification work. 

J.   Publicity 

When the Law is revised, a good deal of publicity will be required to fami- 

liarise the  public with the benefits of the new Law,  as well as about  the part 

played by the  ISIRI.    Although no publicity had so far been necessary for 

legal metrology as such,  a request was made to assist  ISIRI in the preparation 

of a suitable brochure highlighting the role of the Institute  in the  industrial 

development  of Iran.    Subsequently, various laboratories of the ISIRI  were visited 

to collect necessary information regarding their work patterns.    All the labora- 

tories were  also asked to send a write-up describing in detail  (a) the chief 

areas of their activities,   (b) items of equipment  owned and (c) plans for future 

development. 

A draft  was immediately prepared on the basis of the information gathered 

verbally (see annex IV). 

Preparation of another brochure which will describe, in greater detail,  the 

work and the  role  of each of the Laboratories under the I3IRI (more than 30 in 

number), as well as their plans for expansion were also initiated,  on the basis 

of the written information provided by the Laboratories. 

Both brochures are to be produced in lnglish and Farsi. 

J 
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II.     RECO M« DATIONS 

The K! 3 tro logy Centre   of the  Institute of 3tandarda and Industrial  Research 

of Iran    has developed into a fine  metrology laboratory  in Iran as a result   of 

the  great   efforts made by  the Institute  authorities,  as well as the project   per- 

sonnel.    The early stages   of a huge project  such as this one,   where new buildings 

have to be  desired and constructed and every price of equipment has to be  pro- 

cured and properly installed,  usually take  longer than planned.    Although all 

the plans  envisaged have now been  implemented,   more or less,   rate of industrial 

development   in Iran  over the past  ten years,  when the existing project  was  first 

conceived,   calls  for the  immediate expansion  of the facilities  of the   ISIRI, 

especially  the Metrology Centre,   to enable  it  to meet  current  demands  of the 

country's  growing industry.    It  would be  in the best  interest   of the   industrial 

development   of Iran,  ifi     either the existing project  could be  revised and ex- 

tended by another three years,   or,   if this  is not   feasible,  a new composite 

scientific/le^al  metrology project  should be  formulated  forthwith and made   oper- 

ative  a+   the earliest  moment. 

The new project  should aim at  making the  ISIRI self-sufficient   in the   repro- 

duction of all  important  base and derived 31 uni^ò,  to the highest  degree  of 

accuracy,   similar to the   work carried out  by  other international organizations. 

It   should  also be possible   i'o>' the  ISIRI   to undertake  complicated and  fine  mea- 

surement   job:; and be competent  to test  and certify the sophisticated  items  manu- 

factured today as  well  as those   on the  planning board. 

Sooner or later,  the Metrology Law is going to cover areas of public  wel- 

fare, health and safety,   which will necessitate equipping adequately all the 

Legal Metrology Laboratories with essential items of equipment  for the  setting 

up of a three- or four-level  calibration chain permitting the traoeability of 

all measurements,   including the verification of measures and measuring instru- 

ments, to national  standards. 

When  the ISIRI possesses all the  items of equipment neoessary for teuting 

and standardization,  it  will be  possible  for it to diversify its activities and 

take up practical  industrial research and development  in the  larger interest  of 

the country's economy and the well-being of its people. 
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A worn m mm nfmiiar or T« mwm AID my LAM or IMI 

After pointing out  the  importane« of metrology in building up the economy 

of a country and  in  the well-being of its people,  reference ia made to the neces- 

sity of revising the Law of Iran  for Heights and Measures,  in the context of 

modem legal  metrology,  under which a Government  can exercise control  on any 

moanurable quantity ia amy field union ia oea aide red to be of importane« either 

for the oountry M a «noie, or for the individuals Urin« in it.    The revised 

La«, whleh will be tacna on the draft OIK Lew, will luoaftuiae all importent 

•strie «aito of moamursmsat, namely all the II tane, supplement ory and derived 

units, preeently 56 in monter, and 24 other importent «aito, an against only five 

«ita reooaulsed by the preeent Law.   The naneo of various units and the quantities 

union they manure,  haw« »eon mentioned to demonstrate the vantneos of the soopo 

of neder* legal metrology,    farioue fields in whleh the Law will he made applicable 

in sui tao ly phased otagea, as the implementation of the earlier panano prognoses 

aatisfaetorily, haw« also been mentioned. 

It has been  pointed  oui   thai   thp  rpviaion  of the Law will   be meaningful 

only  if all  necessary  steps  for  its effective and efficient  implementation are 

taken simultaneously.     Complete  responsibility for  revising the Law and adminis- 

tering it properly  throughout the country    will have to be passed on to the ISXMI, 

which in order to make  the  implementation of the Law a successi will be required 

to take the   following essential  steps tot 

(a) Iquip  itself further to enable the metrology Division to realize 
the values of all  the base and other important units; 

(b) Iquip itself for verifying reference standards and other ancillary 
equipment aeooooary    for Chief Laboratories ia all tao Ontano ia tao country 
and for maintaining a eemstont peri edle oheok on «hoir valons (the Ohief Labora- 
tori eo bola« U turn reopeaoieU for supplying verified otendarao to all the 
other laboratorio« ia the Onta» and for maintaining a eemetent portadle oheok 
on their valuto) 1 

(0)    Recruit   suitably qualified staff,  in stages,  to fill various posts 
m the hsirarohy of legal metrology throughout the country) 

(d) Impart neoessary training to the existing staff as well as to the 
newly recruited etaff to enable them to disoharge thair dutieo effioientlyi 

(e) Provide ne oea eery assistano« to the Legal lo tro logy Laboratories 
throughout the country to enable them to equip themoolvas adequately for oarry- 
xng out oomplioated type e of verifioation work in various fieldo, to the desired 
level of aoouraoy) 
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(f)     Formulate necessary schedule»,   i.e.  «pect float ions for various  mea- 
sures  ani  n^asuring instruments governed by the metrology  law,  including sohe- 
lulns   suitable  for carrying out Model Approval tests; 

(H) Carry out testing for the Model Approval of every measure and mea- 
.•urin- instrument before any such is peimitted to be manufactured in the coun- 
try   or  imported into  it,  and   issue Approval  Certificates; 

(h)     Carry out  verification  of complicated measures and measuring instru- 
ment 3,   which  can not   be vrified by  the Legal  Metrology Laboratories  in the 
initial   ntar^n of the  implementation  of the  Law and  to continue  such work till 
th^  Metrology Laboratories are  in a position  to take  up such work  independently; 

(i)     Arrange   for the  necessary publicity to  educate  the public regarding 
the  new Lai:  and  its  benefits,   in the   interest   of smooth  implementation; 

(.0     Actively  participate  in  the technical  work of the OIML,   specially 
in  connection  with the formulation  of international   recommendations,   i.e.   spe- 
cifications   for measures and  measuring instruments  governed by legal  metrology; 

(k)     Set   up a Legal  Metrology Cell   at the ISIRI,  which after carrying 
out   thf   initial  planning of the implementation will   become the Institute  of 
Le^al   Metrology of Iran and  will  ultimately be responsible   for the  complete 
administration of the Law and   its extension  into newer fields,  as well  as  re- 
sponsible for imparting training to the newly recruited  staff and for holding 
refresher courses for the existing staff. 

The  ISIRI  is one  of the   most   important   institutes  in the  country as  it   com- 

bines  the   functions  of several  important  institutes  under one  roof,  namelyi 

(a) The institute  for maintaining national   standards; 

(b) The  institute  for the administration of  legal   metT-ologyi 

(c) The  institute  for the  formulation of national   standard specification«| 

(d) The  Industrial   Research Instituete of Iran,   for carrying out  re- 
search on various  industrial   problems. 

Those   of the  above-mentioned  institutes,  which have not yet been properly 

leve loped,   should be  developed as early as  possible.     It  has been pointed  out 

in  this Note,  that   when the  ISIRI  equips itself fully   for carrying out work 

regarding national   standards,   it will   incidentally  be able  to take  up other 

testing work,  with the same  equipment  and boost the   quality  control  of even 

those   items   which are not governed by the Metrology Law.     Careful  and exhaus- 

tive  testing often  feeds the  industrial  research laboratories with practical 

research problems,   which the  ISIRI  will automatically be  able to  identify  when 

it   undertakes large  quantities of industrial testing work.      Work on 3uch  prac- 

tical  problems is bound to  result  in rapid industrial i aat i on and production of 

high  quality goods  in the country,  whioh will sasily  find an export market. 

This  is also an important  reason for revising the  present  law immediately. 
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Finally, annex III gives the dr»ft of various important section«, uhi oh are 

to be included in the Law.     It has been suggested that  in the interest  of effec- 

tive  implementation,  it  should be made as complete  as possible.    Implementation 

of the    Law should not depend on any subordinate document.    Various powers re- 

quired for its effective  implementation and the powers to make rules and formu- 

late  schedule?,  should also form a part  jf the main Law. 

IMWODUCTK» 

Metrology, the  science  of measurement,  has acquired great importance during 

the  past two decades.    The  recent  phenomenal developments  in science and tech- 

nology such as the harnessing of atomic energy,  landing mem on the moon,  the 

unparalleled innovations   in weaponry making it possible to blow    up targets 

located thousands  of kilometres away etc.,  which were considered to be  scien- 

tists' and technologists'   dreams only, became realities on account  of modem 

metrological techniques.     Control  on the accuracy of defence equipment and on 

measuring equipment  used  in industry has been found to be  essential for ensuring 

a country's safety and for the rapid growth of its economy.    Similarly,   control 

of the accuracy of various    appliances in everyday public use has been found 

to be essential for ensuring the health and safety of the  inhabitants.    In 

short, the extent  to which a country can progress  in scientific,  technological 

and  industrial fields,  and ensure the health and proeperity of its people,  is 

directly proportional to the level of development  of its metrology.    All the 

developing countries of the world are, therefore,  attaching a very great  impor- 

tance to the systematic development of metrology and its application at  all 

necessary   levels  of accuracy. 

Expérience has  3hown  that the surest  and the  quickest way of attaining the 

deeired accuracy in various important fields is to impose  a minimum accuraoy 

requirement  for each and every measure and measuring instrument used anywhere 

in  the country, through a suitable law.    Such a control under the aegis of law 

is  called  legal metrology.    Modem legal metrology is a suitable extension of 

the  older concept  of the     Weights and Measures Law and it  covers many additional 

and  important fields over and above the earlier field which covered only weights, 

length measures and capacity measures used in the  market   for everyday trade and 

transactions. 

 vi 
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1.   Presant Weights and mimw Uw of Ina 

The präsent National Law of Iran for Weights and Measures recogniaes three 

baae units, namely the unit of length the metre  (m), the unit  of mass the kilo- 

gram (kg),  and the unit  of time the second (s),  and two derived units,  namely 

the unit  of area the square metre  (m ) and the unit of volume the cubic metre 

(m^).    On the usual pattern of the older laws of Weights and Measures,  the scope 

of the Law of Iran    is also limited to the control of accuracy of weights and 

measures used in everyday trade  and transactions and in official actions invol- 

ving weighing and measuring.    The Law in its present  form is accordingly   not 

broad-based enough to look after all the  interests of an industrially growing 

country like Iran,  which would like to improve  its economy and ensure the health 

and prosperity of its people. 

A.    Necessity of revising the Law 

It has been observed that  importance of control on the accuracy of weights 

and measures and measuring instruments etc.,   is usually very much underestimated 

even by knowledgeable persons.    Many of them think that  small  inaccuracies in 

measures and measuring instruments can be easily overlooked without any detri- 

ment to anybody.    This is not  correct.    They are not  aware of the  fact  that, 

even if we do not take  into consideration the control of medical and other 

important  instruments,  the inaccuracies could often be detrimental to the 

general public. Such small  inaccuracies as 1^t even in the ordinary weights and 

measures employed in everyday trade and transactions in various parts  of    the 

country    may mean a loss of millions of Rials daily to the unsuspecting buyers 

and an eq'.üal gain to a handful  of clever traders.    It may be interesting to note 

that errors of the order of 5)t are quite common in the ordinary weights and 

measures being used in all the markets and that  suoh errors cannot ordinarily 

be detected.    The only way to ensure the desired accuraoy is by taking speoial 

steps to verify every weight and measure and measuring instrument  in use any- 

where in the country and to reotify,  repair or destroy, the incorrect  ones and 

to maintain a periodic and strict control of the accuracy of all of them.    It 

has been found that whatever errors there are in the common measures, they 

always affect adversely the retail purchasers the most.    The magnitude of suoh 

daily losses to the common man,  though tremendous, is not so glaring because the 

entire loss is shared by a    large number of persons everyday.    The point made 

here oan be fully appreciated if one considers the daily trade figures for the 

whole of the country. 
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Irrora in the instruments and equipment used for assessing the exoise duty 

and other revenues  levied by the Government,  such as postal oh arges,  railway 

charges etc.,  may moan a similar colossal   loss to the Government as well, 

everyday. 

This example  illustrates the  gravity of situation which exists in the 

absence of a suitable  law and proper control on the accuracy of measures and 

measuring instruments,  and stresses the  need for an immediate  revision of the 

existing Law. 

II.    BASIS AMD SCOT! OP THE IROFOMD AVISE) UV 

B-  m» °f thf i?r9»9tt4 miff* hiw 

The revised Law of Iran will be based on the draft  law prepared by the 

International Organization of Legal Metrology,  of which Iran is an active mem- 

ber,    ""he law will   include all necessary  regulations to empower the Government 

to exercise a strict  control on the accuracy of measures and measuring instru- 

ments used in industry and in many other vital  fields,  over and above the usual 

field of customary trade and transactions etc.    A provision will also be made 

in the law to enable the Government to enforce various regulations in suitably 

phased stages,  as and when considered necessary in any particular part of the 

country,  or the  whole of the country. 

C    8oop« of the proposed revised Law 

The revised Law will be made applicable in suitably phased stages,  as may 

be considered necessary by ths Government,   in the following important  fieldst 

1.   Control of meaaures and measuring internments for everyAsVr use 

In the first  phase, the law will be  enforced in the customary field of 

weights,  length measures and volume measures etc., used in everyday trade and 

and transactions and contracts etc.,  as  wall as in controlling the accuracy of 

various equipment,   appliances and measuring instruments employed in everyday 

public use,  such as taximeters,  gas meters,  water meters,  electricity meters, 

petrol pumps,  tank  lorries and similar appliances, and all such measures and 

measuring instrument;» which are used for determining wages and bonus etc., being 

paid to the workers,  as well as all  such  instruments which are used for determi- 

ning ''xn.ie   luties,   | ostai charges,   railway charges or any othei   similar oharges 

levi'-')  bv  the Government, 
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2.    Control of meaauring equipment used in the industry 

The measures,   measuring instruments, gauges and other measuring equipment 

used for controlling the dimensions or other important properties of various 

products manufactured by the local  industry,  will be subjected to a strict con- 

trol,  in order to ensure high quality for each and every product  made in the 

country,  so that  it  is readily accepted in the market,  in spite  of competition 

with the imported products.    After the trustworthiness of these  products  is well 

established in Hi«  local market, efforts should be  made to introduce them into 

foreign markets.    Special attention will have to be paid to the  engineering 

industries producing precision components,   in order to ensure complete inter- 

ohangeability of components manufactured by different factories  in the country 

with those  manufactured in other countries. 

The revision  of the  o I 1 lau   mi the efficient   implementation of the new 

law »ill be able to provi i    th<> much needed guidance to Iran's growing industry 

right from the sta«« of  i' •  int'-mc.v. 

3.    Control  of wimrin       .aip^nt  used_jn mi Lili 
otfar iwportit fi i i 

The other important   fields in wh ch the  legal  metrology regulations will 

be applied in subsequent  phages,  bui  as early as possible,  will  include instru- 

ments and equipment   used  in the medical  profession,   such as those  required for 

dispensing poisonous drugs,  for determining dosages for exposure to X-rays and 

Y-rays,  medical   thermometers, blood pressure instruments,   electrocardiograms, 

instruments  for determining the fluid pressure inside the eye-ball etc.,   for 

ensuring the correct diagnosis of various  ailments;  instruments  for measuring 

noise-level  for imposing a control  on undesirable noises,   3uch as traffic noise, 

noise from loudspeakers and radios, noise  inside  as well  as outside the factory 

buildings etc.;   instruments for measuring luminous intensity for ensuring proper 

illumination inside the class-rooms in the  schools,  inside various factories, 

on the roads etc.;  altimeters such as those used  in aircraft for finding out 

their height above   the ground, for ensuring their safety during flight as well 

as making a landing;  instruments and equipment used in educational  institutions! 

various instruments used for measuring the  pollution of air,  water and land« 

The above-mentioned important areas  have been  selected only  for illustra- 

ting the  wide  ramifications of modern legal  metrology.    There are many other 

important   areas,   which have not been listed.    Whatever is considered to be of 
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importance either for the country as a whole or for the individual» living in 

it, will be brought,   in suitable stages,  under the jurisdiction of legal metro- 

logy.    Thin will,  however, have to wait  for the proper development  of neces- 

sary facilities in the legal metrology laboratories in various Ostane of the 

country.    It  in obvious that it would be  in the best interest  of the country 

to give the highest  priority to the systematic development and speedy and ef- 

fective implementation of this service throughout the country. 

S.    Unita of meaauremtnt to be reoogUtd 
in the reviaad Law 

The reviaed Law will recogAiae all important metric units of meaaurement, 

namely all the units of the international System (Si), i.e. all the seven baae 

unite, two aupplememtary units and 47 derived units, as well as 12 units outside 

the SI units, which are required to be retained with the SI units on account 

of their importance  for general use and for reaearch in acienoe and technology, 

as well as some other units which are being retained only for a definite period 

for use with the SI  units. 

U    Baae «ita of the International Erat em 

The International System of units  is based on seven well-^ofined units, 

which are called the basn  units.    The names and symbols of these are given 

belowi 

Quant ity 

length 

masa 

time 

electric current 

Thermodynamic temperature 
(practical temperature 

luminous intensity 

amount of substanoe 

}.    •uDLlementary unita of the InteraatK 

Thia olaaa of unit,  for the time being, containa only two purely geometri- 

cal unita, namely the SI unit of plane angle and the SI unit of «olid angle. 

The nanea and ayr.bola of theae unita are given belowi 

Ifcii Symbol 

metre m 

kilogram kg 

second a 

ampere A 

kelvin 
«o, degree celaiua 

candela od 

mole mol 
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ttuantitv 

plane angle 

solid angle 

Unit 

radian 

steradian 

Symbol 

rad 

sr 

5.   P»rmd units  of the  Intemational 3.vstem 

The derived units  are expressed algebraically in terms of the base  (or the 

baae and the supplementary) units by means of the mathematical  symbols of multi- 

plication and division.       Several derived units have been given  special names and 

symbols which may themselves be used to express  other derived units in a simpler 

way than in terms of the 31 base units.    The names and symbols of various derived 

units are given below« 

Ml 
square metre 

cubic metre 

metre per second 

metre per second squared 

1   per metre 

fluantitv 

area 

volume 

speed,  velocity 

acceleration 

wave number 

density,  mass  density 

concentration   (of amount 
of substance) 

activity (radioactive) 

specific volume 

luminance 

frequency 

force 

pressure 

energy,  work,   quantity of heat    joule 

power,  radiant   flux watt 

quantity of electricity, 
electrical  potential volt 

capacitance farad 

electric resistance ohm 

conductance Siemens 

magnetic flux weber 

magnetic flux density                     tesla 

inductance henry 

luminous flux lumen 

3ymbol 
.2 m 

m3 

m/s 

m/s' 
-1 

kilogram per cubic metre    kg/m 3 

mole per cubic metre 

1  per second 

cuibc metre per kilogram 

candela per square metre 

hert» 

newton 

pascal 

mol/m 
-1 

3 

s 

»3At «3/ 
cd/m' 

Hi 

N 

Pa 

J 

H 

? 
f 

s 
Mb 

T 

H 

Im 
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ftuantity 

illumination 

dynamic viscosity 

moment of force 

surface tension 

heat  flux density,   irradiance 

heat  capacity,  entropy 

specific heat capacity, 
specific entropy 

specific energy 

thermal conductivity 

energy density 

electric field strength 

electric charge density 

electric flux density 

permittivity 

current density 

magnetic field strength 

permeability 

molar energy 

molar entropy,  molar 
heat capacity 

angular velocity 

angular acceleration 

radiant intensity 

radiane 

Unit 

lux 

Symbol 

lx 

pascal second Pa.s 

metre newton N.m 

newton per metre N/m 

watt per square metre W/m2 

joule per kelvin JA 

joule per kilogram kelvin j/(kg.K) 

joule per kilogram jAg 

watt per metre kelvin w/(m.K) 

joule per cubic metre j/m3 

volt per metre V/m 

coulomb per cubic metre C/m3 

coulomb per square metre C/m2 

farad per metre P/m 

ampere per square metre A/m2 

ampere per metre A/m 

henry per   oetr~ H/m 

joule  pn:   mole j/mol 

joule per mole kelvin j/(mol.K) 

radian per second rad/s 

radian per second squared rad/s 

watt per ateradi an w/sr 

watt per square 
metre steradian W.m -2      -1 

4.    Unit» out»ide the International 3ystem 

Twelve units,  outside  the SI  units,  which have been  recommended by the COPI! 

for permanent use with the 31  units on account of their importance for general 

uae  and in scientific research,   include:    minute, hour and day (time)} degree, 

minute and second (angle) j   litre,  ton, electronvolt,  unified atomic mass unit, 

astronomical unit and parsec.    Units recommended for use for only a limited 

period include»   nautical  mile, knot, angstrom, are, hectare, barn, bar, standard 

atmosphere, gal, curie,  rontgen and rad.    The use of these will be discontinued 

as and when considered appropriate. 
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III.    MEASURES NECESSARY IP THE LAW 13 TO BE REVISED 

Once a decision  is  taken  in respect of replacing the existing Law with a 

revised one, based on   the OIML pattern, necessary  steps to present  it  to Par- 

liament and to get  it   passed  as the new Metrology Law of Iran,  will have to 

be taken.   Action will   also have to be taken  simultaneously to gear up all nec- 

essary machinery to  secure an  early and effective  enforcement of the  revised 

law throughout  the whole   of Iran.    The ISIRI  will  have to pia;- a leading role 

in the enforcement  of the new law.    Some of the  important  steps which will be 

required to be taken   are  given below. 

A.    Drafting of the new law and other related documents 

A suitable draft   of the new law in Parsi    will have to be prepared for get- 

ting it  passed as the  new Metrology Law of Iran.    A  suitable committee  will have 

to be appointed for this  and other related work.     This committee will  first carry 

out all work relating to the  law and the rules to be made under the law,  and 

then take up the work   of preparing a large number of important  schedules  and 

manuals,   for the effective  implementation of the   law.    The schedules and manuals 

required during the  first  phase of implementation  will be taken up first.    These 

will be  for the  guidance   of the technical   staff working in various Legal Metro- 

logy Laboratories,  specially the Verification Agents, and will deal with subjects 

such as specifications   of all   important measures  and measuring instruments used 

in everyday public trade  and transactions etc.,  which will be subjected to metro- 

logical  control  under the new law, and the verification methods for these  Rules 

for the Approval  of Models and their Registration  which will be applicable to all 

the measures and measuring instruments,  required in the country,  whether they 

are manufactured locally  or  imported,  Rules  Regarding the Control of Packaged 

Commodities and a large number of other similar manuals on metrological  subjects. 

The whole work will  require  careful planning. 

B.    Further development of facilities at the ISIRI 

During the past  few years the ISIRI has made  good progress in acquiring sev- 

eral important  items  of equipment for standardization and calibration work in 

various branches of metrology.    It is now in a position to carry out the verifi- 

cation and certification of many important   items.    However,  for implementing the 

revised law effectively,  the  existing facilities  will have to be considerably 
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enlarged to enable the Institute to carry out the practical application of all 

the base unita as well  as of all important  derived units.    This work should be 

completed in the shortest  possible time,   in a suitably phased manner.    Equip- 

ment  for those  standards which are considered to be  of immediate importance 

for the  country's needs should be obtained  first. 

1 «    Joining the Convention of the Metre 

It  is understood that  steps have already been taken by the Government  for 

acceding to the Convention of the Metre,   i.e. for subscribing to the membership 

of the General Conference of Weights and Measures  (OCPM),  the highest  authority 

on physical  standards.    The International Bureau of Weights and Measures  (BIEN), 

which works under the direction of the General Conference,  is responsible  for 

calibrating and certifying standards belonging to various countries against the 

International Standards held by them.    These calibrated standards are used by 

countries as their national standards.    When Iran's membership of the General 

Conference  is established,  the International Bureau of Weights and Measures will 

undertake the  initial,   as well as subsequent regular periodic calibration,  in 

accordance with internationally established conventions,  of all the national 

standards,  as well as all related ancillary equipment  and objects necessary for 

the realization of the values of various base units and of some other important 

units.    Por member countries, the Bureau carries out  the calibration work free 

of charge.    Such a constant control  ensures the highest possible accuracy of the 

national standards of a country and, thersfore, also en sures the accuracy of the 

values of all the lower grade of standards  derived from them for various levels 

of metrological work,  down to the lowest  grade of standards given to the Verifi- 

cation Agent  for carrying out the actual verification work.    The accuracy is, 

in turn,   reflected in the accuracy of all the measures and measuring instruments 

calibrated by the Verification Agent against his standards.-'    Various industrial 

undertakings and other important users of measuring equipment in the country 

will thus be assured of the requisite accuracy in their instruments.    By employ- 

ing measuring instruments calibrated in this manner,  all  industrial undertakings 

will be able  to fabricate very high quality products,  ensuring at the same time 

a/   The terms Verification Agent  and Verification Agent's standards have 
been used in a very wide  sense.    Depending on the accuracy requirements of any 
particular job, any suitably qualified offioer,  irrespective of his rank,  who 
carries out the verification work,  will usually be referred to as a Verification 
ifsnt.    The accuracy and the grade  of standards employed by him for the  job 
will naturally have to be commensurate with the accuracy demanded by the  job. 
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the complete interchangeability of various engineering components, not only 

within the country, but also with those manufactured in other developed coun- 

tries.    This will be possible because the national standards of Iran as well 

as those of all other countries will have the same values, because they have 

been calibrated by the same  single authority.    To be able to obtain early bene- 

fits from the services rendered by the Bureau,  which are indispensable for a 

country like Iran,  which wants to become  industrially developed, no time should 

be lost in  joining the Convention of the Metre.    Incidentally,  it may be pointed 

out that in  order to make  it more attractive for those countries which have so 

far not acceded to the Convention of the Metre, the CQPM has liberalized the 

terms of admission during the last few years.    It  is much less expensive to be- 

come a member now than it  was a few years ago,  as the admission fee has been 

reduced from the equivalent  of three additional subscriptions with the first 

year's annual  subscription,  at the time of joining,  to the equivalent  of only 

one additional subscription now. 

C.    Supply of standards to Legal Metrology Laboratories 

One of the most  important  jobs for the ISIRI will be to supply calibrated 

standards to all the Legal Metrology Laboratories  in all the Ostans.    In the  first 

phase these  standards will  comprise the standards of length,  mass, area and 

volume,  such as a suitably calibrated metre bar,  standards tapes for longer 

lengths,  some  items of equipment for carrying out the measurement of small dimen- 

sions! necessary standards  of mass,  suoh as a set  of standard weights consisting 

of all necessary weights from the largest to the smallest weight  required for 

verification workj and a complete set of volume measures, together with all the 

ancillary equipment,  such as  some measuring instruments,  sets of suitable balan- 

ces etc. for the reproduction of necessary standards and for carrying out veri- 

fication work.    Slowly as the country becomes industrially developed,  standards 

of all other base units and all important  derived units will also have to be 

supplied to some of the important Legal Metrology Laboratories,  in suitably 

phased stages, to enable them to carry out more complicated types of verifica- 

tion work. 

The following will be the general pattern of the Legal Mstrology Service in 

the country!    Saoh Ostan will have one main Legal Metrology Laboratory, situated 

in the oapital of the Ostan,  whioh may be oalled the Head Metrology Laboratory 

of the Ostan with as many subordinate laboratories in the Ostan as the work 

load may demand.    All these  laboratories will have to be supplied with various 
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grades of standards for oarlying out their duties efficiently.      There will be 

three grades of standards in the heirarohy of legal metrology standards,  each 

with a definite purpose.    These will bet 

(a) Reference grade  standards,  which will be of the  highest grade  of 
accuracy for use  in the Legal Service and will be kept  in  the  custody of the 
Head Laboratory in each Ostan.    These standards will be supplied by the ISIM 
after being authenticated against the national standards held by them and will 
regularly thereafter be periodically checked by thtm in order to maintain the 
accuracy of all the standards  at the required level; 

(b) Secondary grade  standards,  which will be    kept   in the custody of 
each Legal Metrology Laboratory including the Head Laboratories.    These stan- 
dards will be  verified periodically against the reference  grade standards main- 
tained in the Head Laboratories; 

(c) Working grade  standards, which will be for the  use  of Verification 
Agents for their actual field verification work.    These will be verified perio- 
dically against the secondary standards held in each respective laboratory,  and 
not against the reference standards which will be used very sparingly and only 
for the verification of secondary standards. 

When the Legal Metrology Service is fully developed,   the  ISIRI will be 

responsible  only for verifying the reference  grade standards periodically,   the 

other grades of standards being verified by the Legal Metrology Laboratories 

themselves,  against the appropriate standards held by them.     However,  in the early 

stages of the  implementation,   it will be necessary for the  ISIRI to supply all 

grades of authenticated standards,  as well as maintaina regular periodic check 

on their accuracies. 

In order to be able to  supply various grades of standards to the Legal 

Metrology Laboratories, the  ISIRI,  in addition to equipping itself with all the 

national standards, will also have to acquire all the necessary equipment  to be 

able to verify and supply various grades of standards to all  of them, 

D.    Recruitment of tuitably qualified »taff 
for the Verification Service 

With the  progress of the  implementation work, a large number of auitably 

qualified officers will be  required for looking after the entire implementation 

work properly.    A  regular cadre of Legal Metrology Service  personnel will have 

to be introduced from the very beginning.    The chief of each Head Ostan Labora- 

tory may be disignated as the Controller of Legal Metrology  (of that Ostan). 

Bacìi of the other subordinate  laboratories may be headed by  a Deputy Controller 

or an Assistant  Controller.     When the work increases, in the  latter stages  of 

implementation,  additional  categories of higher staff,  such as Additional 
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Controllers and Joint Controllar«f  may have to ba appointed.    The  actual field 

work will be carried out under the supervision  of these officer»,   by the senior 

and the junior Verification Agents,  with the help of necessary aupporting staff. 

The  ISIRI will have to make arrangements for recruiting suitably qualified staff 

for all the technical posts.    The  minimum qualifications for the technical staff 

will necessarily have to be either a Bachelors  degree in science,   physios or 

chemistry, or a degree in engineering. 

Although the verification  work in the early atages of the enforcement will 

be  restricted more  or less to the  conventional  type of work relating to the mea- 

sures and measuring instruments  required for everyday trade and transactions only, 

the  sophisticated type of work will very soon have to be taken up.     Recruitment 

of staff will,  therefore, have to be undertaken  from the early stages, to enable 

the ISIRI to impart the necessary training to all the selected officers in time. 

Recruitment will have to be carried out in stages,  the need for the required 

staff being foreseen well in advance, so as to enable the service  to make use 

of the new officers as and when necessary. 

I.    Imparting training to the Legal Metrology person»«! 

Another very important duty  of the ISIRI  will be to impart the necessary 

theoretical and practical training in scientific and legal metrology to all the 

officers now working in various  weights and measures laboratories  in the country, 

to enable them to handle effectively all the verification work envisaged under 

the new law for the  first phase  of its implementation.   Similar training will 

also have to be  given to all the newly recruited staff.   Such training courses 

will have to be held from time  to time, as and when new staff is  recruited with 

the increase of load in the verification work.     In subsequent phases of the imple- 

mentation of the law, courses on newer subject« will have to be  organized at 

regular intervals.    Refresher course   will    also have to be held from time to 

tin», for the existing staff. 

F. laiipBtM fatali HtWttcr Hft°rtt?rttf 

A network of a large number of well equipped Legal Metrology Laboratories, 

spread all over the country,  will ultimately be  required for oarrying out neoes- 

•ary verificati«! work, when all the provision« of the revised Law have been en- 

forced.   However,  during the firat phase of th«  implementation,   it  will be suf- 

ficient if we have only one Laboratory in each Ost an.   Although some of the 
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Ostane have a Weights and Measures Department having a laboratory building and 

some  officers working in it,   other Ostens possess no suitable nucleus to start 

the   laboratory work.    In the  case  of those Ostans which possess laboratory buil- 

dings,  these could be developed into suitable Legal Metrology Laboratories  for 

carrying out the enforcement  of the new Law, but those possessing no facilities 

may have to be helped by the ISIRI to acquire suitable premises for starting a 

laboratory and for acquiring all necessary basic equipment.    As far as the  stan- 

dards are concerned,  the  ISIRI is going to supply these to all the Legal Metro- 

logy Laboratories anyway. 

As the enforcement work gathers momentum, more and more new laboratories 

will  have to be started and as each new laboratory comes up,  the ISIRI will have 

to  render necessary assistance to it to enable it to reach th« required level of 

accuracy etc.    Mobile units  will have to be provided for enforcement  in the 

villages. 

During the latter phases of enforcement, many of the Legal Metrology Labora- 

tories will have to be equipped with highly sophisticated measuring equipment, 

so that  they could carry out all types of fine verification  work independently. 

In the final stage,   it  is expected that  all  the Legal Met oology Laboratories will 

carry  out even the verification of their own standards,  except  the  reference 

grades one,   which the  ISIRI  will always have to continue to verify against  the 

national standards,   of which they will have to    remain custodians.    The ISIRI 

will  also have to continue  work regarding calibrations of the highest order,  for 

which it  will be the only authority in the country. 

Q.   Undertaking testing for the Approval of Mo4*H 

After the enforcement  of the revised Law,  only such measures and measuring 

instruments will be permitted to be used for everyday public trad«  «id transac- 

tions,  which will conform in all respects with the specifications of an Approved 

Model.    For ensuring that  only the approved type of measuring instruments find 

their way into the market,   only such instruments etc. will be permitted to be 

manufactured in the  country or allowed to be imported, which carry a Model Ap- 

proval Certificate issued by the (Jovemnmant of Iran.    Wie Model Approval scheme 

will  have to be introduced as soon as the new law comes into foroe.    The ISIRI 

will be the authority to operate this soheme and will be  required to oarry out 

tests  on all the first prototypes of various measures and measuring instruments 

proposed for manufacture  in the country or intended to be  imported into it.    Thi« 
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will  be  done in accordance with the Model Approval Specifications «îforoed under 

the   law,   with a view to  finding out   if the prototype under test conforme  to the 

prescribed  specifications  in all respects.    A Model Approval Certificate   will 

be  issued   for such of the  measures  and  instruments which   meet all the  require- 

ment a.     Only after the   issue  of such a Certificate,  will   the manufacturer be 

allowed  to proceed with  the  large scale  production of the  measure or the   instru- 

ment   in   question or its   import permitted  into the country,   as the case  may be. 

In the case of such an item which is wanting in some respects, the manufac- 

turer will be asked to carry out the necessary modifications and improvements in 

its performance and re-submit it for the prescribed teats. An Approval Certifi- 

cate for it will be issued only after it comes up to the required level of work- 

manship  and  satisfactorily passes all  the  specified tests. 

The  Model Approval   rules will  also  make  it compulsory  for the manufacturers 

to re-submit  fresh samples  for type approval,  if they carry out any modifications 

in the   design of any  approved model  or change the material  of its construction 

This  provision will also te applicable  to  such cases,  where after carrying out 

tests   on  a  random sample  drawn from the   market, the  item   is  found not to  con- 

form  fully to the approved model.    The   licence for the   manufacture of the   item 

linder  dispute will be   suspended pending the  issue of a  fresh Approval Certificate. 

These   regulations will  also be fully applicable to the  imported measures  and 

measuring instruments.     If on a testing sample from any   lot,   it  is found not to 

conform to the approved model,  the  entire   lot held in  stock will be confiscated 

and further import banned. 

H.    URderttjkinj; testing of the more complicated ittm» 

As  already mentioned,   the first  phase  of enforcement   of the law,  will  cover 

only  the traditional  field of weights and measures,  i.e.   the verification  of only 

such measures and measuring instruments which are used in  everyday trade  and 

transactions.    Hovever,   according to the new law, many more new items will  be 

covered by the term public transaotions  than were covered by the old Weights and 

Measures Law.    Besides the    usual measures used in the  market places (the  term 

measures  includes weights,   which are the  measures of mass),   many other measures 

and measuring instruments being used everyday,  such as  taximeters, gas  meters, 

water meters,  electricity meters,  petrol  pumps, tank lorries and many other si- 

milar  items  will also  be   included amongst  the ordinary  measures to be covered  by 

the new  law,   in the   first   phase. 
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Aa regards th« verification of various items, it is proposed that in the 

early stages of implementation, the Legal Metrology Laboratories should carry- 

out the verification of the Bimpler items  only,  verifications of a more compli- 

cated nature being left over for the I8IRI to handle.    The ISIRI will,  therefore, 

be required to equip itself with all necessary equipment   for carrying out the 

testing of such items as well.    The competence of the legal metrology staff has 

to be built  up,  by giving them the necessary practical training in the verifi- 

cation of all instruments  which are of a somewhat  complicated nature   before 

such work is entrusted to them.    The equipment which the  ISIRI will install 

for auch test  work will also be useful for training purposes.    As the load of 

work increases and the legal metrology staff gets trained,  the test rigs,  to- 

gether with the verification work# could be passed on to the Legal Metrology 

Laboratory of Teheran,  which will be the biggest  amongst  all the Legal Metrology 

Laboratories in the country.    At  a later date,  when the  load o    work justifies, 

similar verification work could be  started in as  many other Legal Laboratories 

as may be  considered necessary. 

Installing the first  test rig for the verification of each of the instru- 

ments at  the ISIRI  in the  first  instance,   and then pa33ing it on to the Legal 

Metrology Laboratories,  after perfecting the test  procedure and giving neces- 

sary training to the legal  metrology staff,  will  be a more or less continuous 

process,  not  only during the first  phase  of the  implementation of the revised 

law, but  even during the subsequent phases,  when the law is enforced in respect 

of the verification of the measuring equipment used in industry,   or in other 

important   fieldB  like the verification of medical instruments or instruments 

used for measuring pollution etc. 

However,  duplicates of much  of the test equipment will also have to be re- 

tained by the ISIRI    for carrying out the test work relating to the Approval 

of Models,   which may have to be continued by the ISIRI for a considerably long 

time.    In the ultimate stages of the implementation of the law,   it may be de- 

sirable to pass on even the Model Approval Scheme    to the Legal Metrology 

Laboratories. 

I.   Arriving for publioity of the provili«» 
and benefits of ihm new law 

One of the most important factors governing the suooess of implementation 

of the new law will be the co-operation reo« i ved from the general public, for 

whose benefit the new law is being introduced.    However,  in the absenoe of 
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proper knowledge about the law and its benefits, there is bound to be aome  re- 

sistance and a tendency to evade the law, as haB been the experience in several 

other countries.    A  proper atmosphere is, therefore,  required to be created in 

the  country,  by educating the public well  in advance of the enforcement  of the 

revised law,  by explaining various  implications and benefits  of the new law.  It 

is necessary to impress upon them the fact  that the new law is being introduced 

in their interest  only.    Suitable publicity material will have to be prepared 

and propagated through several media,  such as putting up suitable hoardings at 

important  places,   putting up colourful posters in various  shops and trading pre- 

mises,  through the  free distribution of suitably designed calenders,  diaries and 

calender cards resembling playing-cards,  through match box labels and through 

cinema slides etc.     Features broadcast on the radio, television programmes and 

documentary films  in  the form of interesting stories    have been found to be the 

most  effective methods for the popularization of such topics.    A small Publicity 

Committee could perhaps be entrusted with this  job. 

J.    To participate actively in the work of the OIML 

It is very important for the industrially developing countries,  to take an 

active part  in the technical  work of the OIML,  specially in the formulation of 

various International Recommendations,  i.e.  specifications for those measures, 

measuring instruments and other items, which are governed by legal metrology 

and which are expected to be  implemented by various member countries.    By put- 

ting forth their views and offering suggestions while laying down various speci- 

fications,  the developing countries can ensure the interest  of their industry 

by pressing for the  adoption of more meaningful and practical  specifications. 

It may be worthwhile if the OIML is approached for passing on to Iran the 

Secretariat  of some  of the Technical Committees and the Working Groups.    Since 

the  officers working in the ISIRI are already familiar with the procedures of 

laying down various  types of general specifications, they will be <*tle to make 

a good contribution to the work of the OIML,  with a bit of guidance. 

Proposals for the adoption of a new series of tolerances for commercial 

grade weights and the modification of another series, which were adopted some 

years back, have already been sent to the OIML.    It  is also proposed to work 

out  some new designs for the shapes of commercial grade weights.    The question 

of their adoption at  the OIML level  will also be taken up as soon aB the work 

is  completed.    Work of this type will provide a good training for the officers 

working in various  sections of the Metrology Centre. 
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K.    To  set UP » Legal Hetrolagr 0«H •* tha ISI1I 

Various  important  steps required to be taken for the efficient and effec- 

tive  implementation  of the law   have already been enumerated above.    It  is im- 

portant to point out  here that merely revising the old law is not going to take 

us far.    The  revision  will be meaningful only if all these  steps also are taken 

simultaneously,  and in accordance with the general plan of enforcement,    lach 

of these steps,  starting with the drafting of the law end the  compiling of 

various connected documents,  through the steps of equipping the ISIRI and varioua 

Legal  Metrology Laboratories,  the recruitment  of qualified persons and imparting 

training to them, as  well as to the existing staff etc.,  down to the implementa- 

tion  in actual practice,  requires very careful and detailed planning,  in order 

to ensure maximum possible efficiency in enforcement  in the shortest possible 

time and with the minimum of expenditure.    This detailed planning should be  en- 

trusted to a small committee,   which may be called the Legal Metrology Cell. The 

major  responsibilities  of this Cell  will be broadly tot 

(a) Carry out   a complete analysis of the entire work involved in star- 
ting the Enforcement  Service,   to categorize the same  job-wise and to assign 
necessary priorities; 

(b) Prepare  a  job-responsibility chart,  putting a time target  for each 
of the   jobs  involved; 

(c) Suggest   suitable  administrative arrangements and the heirarchical 
set  up of the Metrological Service of Iran,   to ensure the  smooth functioning of 
the  enforcement machinery; 

(d) Make necessary arrangements  for visiting the existing Weights and 
Measures Departments   in various Ostans,  to take  stock of their existing facili- 
ties  and to assess their requirements  in respect  of space,   equipment and per- 
sonnel  during the first  five year period of enforcement  (in those Ostans where a 
new laboratory is required to be put up, necessary care will have to be taken to 
design the laboratory  in such a manner that  as the load of work increases,  the 
building could be suitably extended every few years to enable the laboratory to 
handle  efficiently all  the new work)? 

(e) Make arrangements for carrying out survey and data collection work 
all  over the country with a view to the compilation of necessary registers,  such 
as registers  of! 

(i)    All shops and similar trading establishments making use of any 
measures and measuring instruments,  including weights which are 
the measure of mass (any measures etc. used purely for household 
purposes,  such as are usually employed by the housewife in her 
kitchen,   will not be covered by the fciforcement Law); 

(ii)    All  industrial establishments,   large-scale as  well as  small-scale, 
making  use  of any measures or measuring equipment during the 
process  of manufacture; 
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(iii)    All other uaer« of various type« of     Muring instrument«,  «uoh 
at educational and similar institutions and organization«,  hospi- 
tal« and individual medical practitioner« «te; 

(iv)    All importer« and exporter« in the country; 

(v)    Or of any other items or establishments which may be considered 
to be neces«ary from the point  of view of the enforoemant of the 
law (full  use will also be made of any existing data which may 
be readily available from any Government  source) ¡ 

(f) Suggest a suitable and an easy procedure for maintaining all the 
registers up to date by editing and correcting them from time to time at  suit- 
able intervals; 

(g) Act constantly as a link between the scientific side of the  ISIRI 
and the Legal Metrology organisation as  a whole, to ensure that all the require- 
ments of all the Legal Metrology Laboratories are met expeditiously; 

(h)    Carry out any other planning work,  which may be entrusted to it,  in 
the interest  of efficient  enforcement. 

After the Legal Metrology Cell has  carried out all the work relating to 

th« initial  stages of the  implementation  of the Inforcement Programme,   it may 

be desirable to rename  it  the Institute  of Legal Metrology of Iran,  which should 

function as an independent  wing of the ISIRI.    It may perhaps be given  some other 

suitable name,  if there  is any difficulty in having another institute within the 

Institute  of Standards and Industrial Research of Iran.     It should take  over 

most of the  legal metrology responsibilities of a routine nature from the  ISIRI, 

to enable   it to devote  most  of its time  to scientific metrology,  development and 

investigational  research problems either to provide further technical guidance 

for the  implementation authorities or for the benefit  of local  industries. 

The Institute of Legal Metrology should acquire all the necessary additional 

equipment  to be able to  render independently all necessary assistance to the 

Legal Metrology Service,   in all the routine matters,  without making use  of the 

metrology equipment belonging to the Metrology Centre. 

It would also be desirable to put  together all the training facilities, 

developed during th« earlier stages of implementation and to expand thsse into 

a fully-fledged Legal Metrology Training Centre,  which will be responsible for 

imparting all neoe««ary thsoretioal and praotioal training to the newly appoin- 

ted staff as well as give refresher course« from time to time to the existing 

staff.    This training centre should also form a part of the Institute of 

Lefal Metrology, 

Th« possibilities of «quipping th« Training Centre, under some suitable 

bilateral agreement, could b« explorad if an early i«oi«ion i« taken in favour 
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of extending the Law on Metrology to the mor« sophisticated fields of control- 

ling the accuracy of measure! and measuring instrumenta used in industry,    in 

the medical profession,   in  the measurement of the extent  of pollution  of land, 

water and air etc. and in  other similar fields,  in addition to the usual field 

of Bazzar weights and measures.    If the  scope of the law is to be wide,  a lot 

of sophisticated measures and measuring instruments, as  well as several other 

items of equipment  will be necessary for imparting training in the testing of 

delicate and more  complicated measures and measuring instruments.    Such equip- 

ment will  be easier to obtain through a bilateral agreement than otherwise. 

IV.    IN CID«* TAL aWVrn OP »FORCING TOI FBVI8KD LAW 

The  ISIRI is a very important Institute  in Iran,  a« it is a combination 

of several institutes under one roof.    There of these institutes are the fol- 

lowing! 

(a) The Bureau of Standards of Iran, the chief functions of which are tot 

(i)    Act as the  custodian of the national standards of the country, 
by physically maintaining standards, representing the values of 
some of the units of measurement and by realizing practically 
the values  of those remaining units, whose physical representa- 
tion is either not practicable or considered to be not  accurate 
enough for the present-day requirements (these standards are to 
be the highest-accuracy standards in the country and will be 
checked for their accuracy, initially as wall as at regular 
periodic intervals thereafter, by the International Buraau of 
Weights and Measures (BIPM), Sevres, Frano«) ; 

(ii)    3upply and/or calibrats reference standards all over th« country; 

(iii)    Undertake  research and development project«,  as well as the de- 
signing of simple measuring instruments «to.  relating to measure- 
ment  in terms of various SI  units; 

(iv)   Undertake any other work    which may become necessary in connection 
with efficient execution of the work relating to th« units of 
measurement ; 

(b) The Legal Metrology Authority of Iran, th« chi«f funotion« of whioh 
are tot 

(i)   shact a Law on Metrology; 

(ii)    Frame all necessary rules and regulations for the efficient 
enforcement  of the Law; 

(iii)   Formulate all necessary schedules, i.e. complete spécifications 
for Model Approval,  for initial checking and for periodic and 
surprise checking,  of all those measures and measuring instruments 
and other related items,  whioh will be governed by the Law on 
Metrology,  and which will be required to be subjected to a 100f* 

J 
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oheoking by the Legal Metrology authorities and the stamping of 
only such measures and instruments sto., whioh pass the tests in 
•11 respects,  »a distinot from the testing under the quality mark 
•oheme  for qualitatively ensuring the overall    quality of various 
products or oomplianoe with safety regulations etc. and whioh in- 
volves only cheok-testing of a small percentage of the total pro- 
ducanoti, on the basis of whioh the manufacturers are authorized 
to put the quality mark on the entire production; 

(iv)     Implement the Inforoement Programme effectively and efficiently 
throughout the country; 

(v)    Undertake any other work, whioh may beoome necessary in the inter- 
est of efficient administration of the Metrology Law. 

(o)    The Institute of Standards of Iran, the chief functions of which 
are tot 

(i)    Undertake the formulation of national standard specifications for 
various raw materials and finished products,  industrial and house- 
hold appliances and equipment,  machinery and a large variety of 
other items, which are not governed by the Metrology Law; 

(ii)    Lay down standard methods of test and/or evaluation; 

(iii)    Compile codes of practice and other similar documents; 

(iv)    Operate a quality marking scheme, which may either be on a volun- 
tary basis, when only general compliance with some standard(s) 
is sought or on a compulsory basis, when compliance with some 
safety regulations is to be ensured; 

(v)    Undertake any other work, which may become necessary in the inter- 
est of efficient formulation or implementation of national stan- 
dard specifications. 

Soope of eaoh of these three disciplines, which are all oommonly called 

standards work,  is quite distinct from one another as can be seen from the ela- 

boration of each at (a), (b) and (c) above.    In many countries there are separ- 

ate departments for looking after each of these jobs and somehow,  in some of 

these countries, there has not be sufficient co-ordination between their acti- 

vities and an amount  o; confusion exists in the scope of each.    Iran is in an 

advantageous position beoauee there is only one institute, namely the I3IRI, to 

look after all the three types of standards work and it will thus be possible 

for it to define clearly the  activities of eaoh of the three wings and fully 

develop their facilities. 

The fourth important funotion of the ISIRI is to carry out industrial re- 

aearoh.   This also combines a number of researoh institutes eaoh working in a 

different field.   It is again an advantageous position for Iran, as the ISIRI 

oan very easily take up suoh test jobs as well as researoh projects whio» re- 

quire the collaboration of several different disoiplines.    In many oountries 
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auch work poaes difficult problema, as there are separate institutes dealing 

with various subjects and quite often these  institutes are located in different 

cities,  making it  rather difficult for them to take up any inter-laboratory test 

work or research projects. 

As and when the new Law on Metrology is enforced in Iran,  the ISIRI will 

have to acquire all the necessary equipment  for the maintenance and supply of 

standards,  for the scheme for Approval of Models and for the testing of delicate 

and complicated measures and measuring instruments.    This equipment  will be  so 

comprehensive and versatile, that  it will enable the ISIRI to undertake the 

testing of a very large variety of items,  in addition to those  covered by legal 

metrology.    It will immediately boost the entire test  work in respect of en- 

gineering products,  industrial and household appliances and many other types 

of equipment,  which the ISIRI may be called upon to teat. 

The following are some of the additional activities which the ISIRI can 

take up almost immediately. 

A.    Development testing for assisting local industry 

It has already been stated that ISIRI will be the authority for operating 

the Model Approval  ccheme.    For those  iterò iihich are  proposed to be manufac- 

tured in Iran,  the Approva!  srh-me will  involve the testing of the first models 

of various measures and measuring instruments made by different manufacturers, 

in compliance with the requirements of the relevant Model Approval specifica- 

tions specially laid down for the purpose.    Model Approval Certificates will be 

issued for such of the items   that    pass all the prescribed tests, whereas re- 

jection reports will be  issued for those items    that   fail in  one respect or 

the other.    In the case of industrially developed countries,  the testing authori- 

ties would not normally bother about the rejected items.   However,  in the caae 

of thoBe countries    where the industry is in a state of infancy, testing in- 

stitutes like the ISIRI    have been largely responsible for the bringing-up of 

various industries in their oountries and there is no doubt that the ISIRI will 

also be able to do the same for various industries,  still in the stage of 

infancy, in Iran. 

The method of rendering necessary assistance to such industry is quite 

simple and consists in carrying out a oomplete and detailed examination of suoh 

items which fail to obtain an Approval Certificate, with a view to looating 

eaoh and every defect in them and to provide the manufacturers with a detailed 
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report  listing all these defects.    Sometimes pointing out  various defects only 

may be sufficient to enable the manufacturers to remove all these defects.    In 

case this is not so,  the ISIRI will have to make necessary suggestions for the 

removal  of various defects,  which  will enable the  manufacturers to improve the 

quality of their products.    The modified or the  improved samplp,   is  again tes- 

ted  in  all  respects and may,   in all  probability,  be  found to pass all the tests 

this time,   or at  least  show considerable  improvement  in  its  quality.       If the 

itr>m in  question  is still  lacking in  some  respects,   further suggestions from 

ISIRI and another attempt by the manufacturer may be necessary to bring it up 

to the required level. 

As the  smanicale manufacturers do not usually possess any testing and 

development   facilities and cannot   find out by themselves  whether their products 

are  good enough or not,   they may have to close down their works    if their pro- 

ducts do not  come up to the required level,  after the enforcement  of the Model 

Approval scheme.    It  would,  therefore,  be  in the   interest   of local  industry and 

thereby of the country as a whole,   if all necessary assistance is made avail- 

able to the  small-scale sector    to enable them to  improve  the quality of their 

products.    It  may not  be out  of place to mention here that   development testing 

has  proved to be a very successful  and,   at the same time,   a very economical 

method of improving the general  level  of quality of various  industrial products. 

The development terting facilities will be available not only to the manu- 

facturers of items for which an Approval Certificate is  required to be  obtained 

under the Law of Metrology,  but also to all  other manufacturers irrespective of 

what  they produce.    However,  as they will not be  under any obligation to send 

their products for testing,  they may have to be  approached for apprising them 

regarding the availability of such testing service at the  ISIRI.    Suitable 

methods will also have to be evolved to induce them to send their products for. 

tests to the  ISIRI.    Some sort of collaboration  with the Department  of Smull- 

Scale Industries will go a long way in establishing contacts with various small- 

scale manufacturers and finding out the difficulties experienced by them in 

their manufacturing processes.    They will also have to be suitably encouraged 

to send their products for tests to the ISIRI and derive  full benefit from the 

facilities available in different Departments of the Institute. 

An elegant and colourful brochure,  with a large number of illustrations 

and photographs,  describing in detail the scope  and functions of each Depart- 

ment  of the ISIRI,  together with all necessary information   regarding the tests 
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that they can carry out and all the technical assistano« they oan rander to the 

growing industry,  should be prepared immediately and sent out to all large, 

medium and small-scale manufacturers, educational  institutions, government de- 

partments and to all  other prospective users of the facilities available at the 

ISIRI.    Such a step will be very helpful  in familiarizing all the bodies con- 

cerned    with the facilities that exist in the country.    The brochure  should be 

prepared both in Parsi and in English,    The English version will also be very 

useful for sending to various counterpart organizations abroad. 

It  will  also be desirable, at   least during the earlier stages of indus- 

trialization,  to give all necessary technical assistance free of charge or for 

a very nominal fee only. 

Visits to the  works of several manufacturers of balances,  weighing machines 

and weigh bridges etc. revealed that if development testing facilities were to 

be extended to them and necessary advice given,   they will certainly be able to 

tum out much better products than  they are making at present,  without  incurring 

any additional expenses whatsoever.    It is proposed to start the development 

testing programme with the manufacturers of balances of various types and then 

to extend these facilities to manufacturers of various other items. 

B.    Development and rase¿roh projects for industry 

As stated above,  whenever any  items under test, whether under the Law on 

Metrology or otherwise, are  found to be below the prescribed standards,  the 

ISIRI will try to assist the manufacturers by giving them necessary advice for 

making suitable modifications, uhi oh will enable them to improve the quality 

of their products.    However, there are likely to be a few oases    where the 

ISIRI may not be able to offer necessary suggestions to the manufacturers 

straightaway.    It may have to oarry out some investigative or development work 

in the Laboratory   before it is able to do so.    Thus careful and detailed tes- 

ting can ultimately furnish the Laboratory with research or development problems, 

some of which may be very important and at the same time of immediate benefit 

to the industry.    Such problems may quite often be of a very minor character, 

but once in a while there may be    one   that    could be of a fundamental and oom- 

plex nature.    However, irrespective of the magnitude of suoh problem«, each one 

of them will have a direct impact on industry aa opposed to those whioh are 

more theoretical in nature. 
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Experience has shown that the best method of identifying really useful and 

practical  industrial research problems    is to carry out as much testing for in- 

dustry as possible and to analyse very carefully the test results,  particularly 

in respect  of those  requirements  in which the item under test  is found to be 

below the prescribed standards.    This will automatically provide the necessary 

feedback to the research worker and enable him to pick out some suitable re- 

search problems. 

In addition to working on such development  and research problems,  a good 

deal of investigation work for the enforcement  organization will have to be 

undertaken at the ISIRI.    In the first phase of implementation,  it  will be 

connected mainly with determining tolerances to  being prescribed for various 

packaged commodities, especially in the case  of those  items which are  likely to 

gain or lose moisture,  on account of weather conditions; and tolerances on quanti- 

ties delivered by weighing or by measuring, during trade transactions,  so that 

any trader indulging in short weighing or in short measuring, in spite of pos- 

sessing accurate measures and measuring instruments,   could be suitably punished. 

Certain  liquid commodities are sold either by weight  or volume.    In the interests 

of achieving uniformity,   it may be necessary to specify which items are to be 

sold by weight and which by volume.    Some  investigatory work may perhaps    be 

necessary  for deciding upon the better of the two for each item individually, 

under the  local conditions.    There will be many other similar investigatory 

problems on which laboratory work may have to be carried out. 

C.    Desigxing of measuring instruments 

Even when a high precision measurement  laboratory is very well equipped 

and possesses all necessary measuring machines and instruments etc.,  some small 

gadgets  for carrying out certain particular measurements,  in a simpler way,  may 

sometimes be required for day to day work, especially if such measurement jobs 

are to be carried out quite often.    In such cases it  may be desirable to desigi 

and fabricate instruments for specific purposes and avoid the use of the usual 

measuring machines,  which are not always very convenient to use for the smaller 

jobs. 

Such simple gadgets may have to be used even more  often in the  enforcement 

laboratories,   where a good deal  of routine testing will have to be carried out 

everyday.    The Metrology Centre will then be required to design and fabricate 

such equipment  for their use as  well.    In case any equipment  is required in 
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larger numbers,  the ISIRI design could be passed on to the  local industry for 

large-scale production,   if necessary,   under the supervisior   of ISIRI officers. 

After gaining some experience  in the designing of simple  items,  the Laboratory 

could take up the designing of more and more  complicated instruments.    Such 

work may ultimately result in the building up of a good Instrument Division 

in the ISIRI and at the same time a flourishing measuring instrument  industry 

in the country. 

Designing work of this type need not be  restricted to the different  sec- 

tions of the Metrology Centre only?   it  could as well be carried out by any 

other Departments of the ISIRI. 

V.    DETAILED PLANNING POR THE IMPLEMENTATION OP THE REVISED LAW 

The detailed planning of the Legal Metrology Service    has not been included 

in this Note as various requirements  will  depend largely on the extent to which 

the Service is  to be  ultimately enforced.    As stated in the  foregoing pages, 

the present trend is to cover    not  only the usual  field of trade and commerce, 

which  includes  the verification of items such as taximeters,  water meters, 

electricity meters,   petrol  dispensing pumps,   takn  lorries etc»j but many other 

important  fields as well,  such as controlling measures and measuring instru- 

ments used in  industry,   in the medical   profession,   in educational  institutions, 

for measuring pollution and in many other fields,  vital  for improving the 

economy of the  country and for ensuring the overall health,  safety and prosper- 

ity of  its people. 

If the scope  of the Service is to be all-encompassing,  the requirements 

in every respect  will  be very different  from what they would be if the Service 

is extended to trade  and commerce only.    The number of verification laboratories, 

their size and design,  the type of equipment  required for each, the number of 

officers to be recruited, their qualifications, the  level  of technical training 

to be given them etc.   will all be very different in the two cases.    In the in- 

terest  of the proper planning of the Service,  it will be desirable to decide 

right  at the beginning whether the Service  is going to cover all the finer 

•'ields or not. 

As soon as the authorities concerned take a decision  in this respect, 

detailed planning will  have to be taken in hand. 
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TI.    DRAFT OF VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THE NmSED LAW 

In the interest  of effective and efficient enforcement of the Law,  it would 

be desirable to make it as oorcplete as possible.    All important sections» including 

thoae concerning the  scope of the Law, the powers to make necessary rules, 

regulations and schedules etc., a« well as all penalty clauses, should form a 

part of the Law.    For its implementati on,   it should not be dependant on any sub- 

ordinate documents.    These should deal only with details of technical matters. 

The text of the draft Law is reproduced in annex III. 
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MM aaaìOB OP LIO—ROIAL ORAM WIGHTS FOR « II IMM 

XMTllODtJCTION 

A larga number of oommoditiea ar« sold by weight,  in everyday retail 

traneaotione, throughout the oountry.   Tha prioea of vaxioua oommoditiea aold 

aa wall aa tha quantities required to ba weighed for different tranaaotiona, 

vary widely.    Cheapeet amongst thaaa ara iteme like ooal «to., whioh ara 

usually required to ba waighad In tama of quintal a.    Next highar in prioa ara 

itene lika food grain«, vagatablaa,  fraah fruit, dry fruit and «iailar othar 

matari»la whioh ar« uaually waighad in tarma of kilograaia.    Spioaa, oaxdaaom«, 

aaffron and similar itan ara itili ñora expansiv« and aro uaually weighted in 

taran of grana.    Among tha ooatly materiale art ailver,  gold and othar 

preciou« natala.    The«« ara waighad in tarma of grama and milligram» and 

ra(Taira tha uae of a highar praoiaion balano«.   Tha ooatliaat among tha uaual 

oommaroial itaaa ara praoioua «tonea lika diamonds ato., whioh ara alao waighad 

in tarma of grama and milligram« or in tarma of oarats  ( 1   carat baing äqual to 

200 milligram«).    Tha weighing of tha» i« raquirad to be oarried out with a 

atill highar dagraa of praoiaion.    Apart from thaaa uaual waighta i« tha 

queation of tha weighing of varioua madioinaa raquirad for making pr««oriptiona 

in pharaaoiee and diapanaariaa.    Thaaa ara raquirad to ba waighad vary 

aoourately, not beoauee all tha madioinaa ara «xpanaiva but for othar wall 

known important raaaons.    Tha above ara «orna «mrnplaa of oommaroial waighta of 

widely varying typaa and magnitud«« that ona oomaa aoroa« in everyday tmnaaotl« 

In all tha abovm-mantionad oamee «uitabl« waighing «quipmant i« raquirad. 

Tha aoiarn trand ia to uaa diraot raading autoaatio balano«a of «uitabla 

a«naitivitiaa and oapaoitiaa.   Tha««   balanoa«, in addition to indi oat ing 

tha weight of tha material, indioata tha prioa of tha quantity waighad a« 

wall.   Several oountri«« haw gone) ovar to tha automatio halanoee almoat 

oemmletely and aoaw have expreeaod their regret that they «re not able to «end 

amy waighta aa eaaple« to ua aa no waighta ara baing u«ed there. 

Keeping in mind tha general trend of uaing automatio halanoea alone for 

oarrying out all typaa of oommaroial tranamotlona, it may well be exeeetod 

that within tha next few year«   praotioally all the major oountrlea, 
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whist) oan manufaoture fin« equipment within the ooumtry, will us« automatic 

balano«s almost exclusively. 

Apart from being vary oonv«ni«nt,  th« UM of automatio balanoas afford« 

another important advantage, namely th« elimination of weight« whioh in turn 

»implifies th« prooesa of pariodio vérification.    All that th« In«p«otor« 

of Height« and Naaaure« are required to do    is to oarry a few weight« with 

the« for oheoking the aoouraoy and the sensitivity of automatio balanoas at a 

few points over the whole range.    Th« balano« is tested in just a few minutes 

without,  in any way, upsetting the normal business of a shop.    Th« Inspectors 

do not have to oarry fine balano«« fron plaoe to plaoe for oheoking the weights 

on site nor have the ahopkaepers any weights for presentation to th« Heights 

and Measure a Department.    The introduction of automatio balanoas will be a 

weloom« step for a plaoe like Teheran. 

Considering the advantage« of automatio balanoas,   it may not be out of 

plaoe here to suggest that it would be d«sirable to take the neoessary «taps, 

in du« course, for organizing the indigenous development and manufacture of 

•uoh balanoas of various oapaoitias,  so that in a few years' tima, the entire 

trade in th« oountry oould switoh over to the use of automatio balances,  in a 

suitably phased mann«r. 

B. 1>nÎH *fí*»dy ^ *— in lrtn 

Until «uoh time a« a ut «natio balano«« ar« being made in Iran itself, 

it would be dssirabl« to continu« the use of the indigenously made Beranger-type 

balanoas, whioh are already in use throughout the oountry, together with suoh 

weights whioh have been properly adjusted, verified and stamped by the Legal 

Metrology Enforoement Authorities.    Like the balanoas,  the use of existing 

weights oould have) been oontinued, but the design of these presents some 

diffioulties in their manufaoture to the ieeired degree of finish.   These are 

also difficult to adjust and stamp.    It is, therefore,   considered dssirabl« to 

replao« all th« existing1 weights with weights of a new design, whioh will be 

easy to manufaoture to the desired finish and be oapable of being «a«ily 

adjusted and «tamped.    All the trading establishments throughout th« oountry, 

will b« given the new weights after they have been properly verified and 

stamped.    A proper register will be required to b« maintained, from the very 

beginning at the Legal Metrology Off io«, whioh will enable them to traoe the 

datai of supply of the weights to different shops, the number and the 
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denomination of the weights supplied etc.    This register will enable to autho- 

rities to determine the dates on whioh the reverifioation of different weights 

is due and thereby enable them to maintain proper control ovar their aoouraoy. 

It goes without saying that all the old weights will be ultimately withdrawn 

and their use deolared illegal  from a oertain date,  to be announoed ly the 

Government, after the new weights have been supplied to various tradere.    When 

introducing the neu weights, it will be necessary to do so throughout Irai: 

aooorairifc- to a pre-planned phased progra.tune. 

With the introduction of the new weights,  it will also be nooess ry to 

equip properly all the important Legal Metrology Centres throughout the 

country,  so that proper reverifioation of the newly introduoed weights oould 

be taken up within one to two years of their being in servioe.    The period 

after whioh reverifioation beoomes compulsory and without whioh a weight in 

servioe will be considered as being illegal   will be announoed by the Government. 

The present praotioe of reverifioation of weights,  using a oommeroial 

grade Beranger balance and oommeroial grade oast iron weights as standards, 

will have to be discontinued with the introduction of new weights, as this 

method introduces undesirable additional errors  in the weights under test 

and thereby in eaoh oommeroial  transaction carried oui with the weights tested 

in tiiis manner.     The heat anong the Bera'.^ji balanoes being used have a 

readability of not  finer than a  j gram to 5 gram range and,  therefore,   in 

addition to introducing the error of the oast iron weight used as a standard, a 

much greater error, whioh is equal to the uncertainty of estimating the 

equilibrium of the balanoe (i.e.   3 grams to 5 grams),  is introduoed in the 

weight tested in this manner.    The use of the weight so tested    introduce« an 

additional error of the same magnitude while making oonmeroial   weighing«,  i.e. 

the ultimate error is doubled.    It is, therefore, a matter of the utmost 

importance to maintain the toleranoes on all the weights to within the preaoribed 

limiti,  eo as not to introduoe any additional errors.    For the same reasons, it 

doe* not serve any useful purpose    if we lay down toleranoes whioh we oannot 

aohieve in aotual praotioe.    Any toleranoes whioh we presorlbe should be 

adhered to rigorously.    These must be arrived after neoessary deliberations. 

As already stated,  it would be desirable to make sure that neoessary 

•nforoement maohinery is set up all over the oountry, well in time to undertake 

proper enforoement of the Law.    L     .se any delay is foreseen in being able to 

establish the neoessary servioe      ; hin a reasonable time, it would be advisable 

to shift the introduction of the new weights   accordingly.   The setting up 
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of a strong enforcement department is itself a very important matter.    The 

very existence of an effioient department is suffioient to frighten the 

undesirable element and to make them all law-abiding. 

C.    Seleotion of suitable series of new weights 

Although hundreds of types of materials, ranging from ooal to diamonds, 

are required to be weighed in varying quantities and with varying degrees of 

aoouraoy,   it is certainly unnecessary and impracticable to have  so many types 

of weights and balances.    All grades of oommeroial weights,  including the 

accurate weights required in pharmaoies,  can be carried out with the help of 

a few well  selected series of veights.     It is necessary to lay down the 

neoessary specifications for these,  suoh as the oomposition of various series, 

designs and shapes  of different weights  in eaoh series,  as well as toleranoes 

on different grades,  after taking oognizanoe of all important  faotors. 

The most important faotor determining the suitability of the designs 

selected for different grades of weights    is the oonvenienoe with whioh these 

designs oan be exeouted for th« manufacture of the weights to the required 

toleranoes within the oountry and,  at the same time, permit them to be easily 

adjusted and maintained to within the prescribed service toleranoes during their 

normal use.    It would also be very desirable to have different and distinotive 

shapes for different aoouraoy grades    to enable the customers to see from a 

distanoe that the trader is using the correct toleranoe weights.    To find out 

whether a certain weight being UBed is a ooarBe toleranoe weight or a fine 

toleranoe weight when the two series of weights have been made in identioal 

shapes, one has to look olosely at the weight in order to see what is written 

on it.    Suoh a close examination would be ridioulous for a oustomer in a orowd 

in a big shop,  where the Bhopkeeper uses two grades of weights,   one for the 

oheaper and the other for the oostlier commodities.    Although weights having 

identioal shapes for different grades of aoouraoy, as recommended by the OIML, 

for example,  the medium aoouraoy weights  (Grade M2) and all the finer aoou- 

raoie»,  specially the weights of the Grade M1,  this oan perhaps be workable 

as far as their use is oonfined to internal working within a laboratory or a 

department,  but would be far from being suitable as commercial grade weights. 

The praotioe can hardly be recommended,  as it oan easily lead to malpraotioes. 

Similar attention will have to be paid to the laying down of toleranoes 

for eaoh grade  of weights.    It  should be remembered that the cost of production 
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of wight» and balano« as wall aa the tima required for »king eaoh weight 

continue to inóreme« very disproportionately as the aoouraoy requirement» are 

made finer and finer.    In the oase of oommeroial transactions, weights have 

to be made rather quiokly and eoonomioally and it,  therefore, beoomes neoeseary 

from the praotioal point of view,  to lay down as oomrse toleranoes as possible, 

aB it does not serve any useful purpose to weigh any more aoourately than 

oalled for by the merits of the oase.    However, there is a limit to this and 

the toleranoes have to be fine enough to give the minimum desired aoouraoy. 

S.    3peoifioations for the new eerie» of weights 

At the international level, the OIML has issued two specifioations for 

weights of the medium aoouraoy olass (M2), one for reotangular oast iron 

weights from 3 kg   to 50 kg   and the other for oylindrioml weights in mny 

suitable material from 1 g   to 10 kg.    There is a third specification, whioh 

deals with weights of finer aoouraoy olasses, namely K1, 12, F1, P2 and m 

olasses from 1 mg   to 50 kg.    This specification presoribes that the shape 

of the weights of olass N1 aoouraoy should be the same as that for the M2 

grade.    The shapes of all the finer aoouraoy olasses may also be the same aa 

that of the M2 olass.    However,  the OIML has net issued any spécification 

for weights ooarser than the M2 olass. 

For aeleoting a suitable sanes of weights for use in Iran, the praotioes 

prevalent in various other countries have miso been oloeely studied.    It has 

been found that in countries like Praaoe, Federal Republio of Germany etc, 

they have adopted the OIML medium olass (M2) weights, either n»otly or with 

eoae modifications.    However, for ooarser purposes, i.e. for internal trade 

in the everyday transactions of oheaper oomaodities,  for whioh the OIML M2 

toleranoes are ooneidered to be too fine, many European and other oountriee 

have adopted their own ooarse series of weights.    Speoifioations for theee 

have been worked out at the national level.    Coaree weights in several oountriee 

have been given a distinctive shape and have not bean mind up with the 

OIML shapes.    Some oountriee have adopted the OIML epeoifioations more or leee 

aa a matter of formality only beoause they are no longer making use of any 

weights. 

A statement giving a brief deeoription of the types of weights in use 

in various oountriee has been prepared for ready 
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After detailed discussion« with all oonoerned as wall as keeping in mind 

the praotioes followed in various oountriea, the aotual requirements for trade 

within the country and in view of all the important faotorB relating to the 

suitability of the design of weights,   it  has been oonoluded that the entire 

needs of everyday    transactions will be met by the following three series of 

weights i 

(a) Coarse grade weights from 5  g    to '30 kgj 

(b) Fine grade weights from 5 nig    to  10 kgj 

(o)    Speoial grade weights for diamonds- from 1 mg to 20 g. 

E.    gffJTft gruí weights 

First to be  introduoed in the new  aerie« of weights will be the ooarse 

grade weights.     From all neœssary considérations,  it has been found to be 

desirable to have a shape whioh is distinct from that of OIML medium accuracy 

weights, «specially because no recommandation has BO far been issued for  suoh 

weights by the OIML.    The following will be the  broad specifications for the 

ooarse  series: 

The whole set of weights from 5 g    to 50 kg   oan be broken up into two 

or three smaller series having different shape a or different material«, namely 

from 5 g to 50 g,  from 100 g to 2 kg and from 5 kg to 50 kg.    The shapes and 

the material« for each of these series have been given belowt 

a.    The larger weights  (from l) kg   to 50 kg ) 

These weights will be oast iron weights provided with a cast-in mild 

steel rod, to mot as a handle for lifting the weight.    The weights in this 

series oan be mads to any of the following four shapes.     Various alternative 

shapes have been arranged in order of preference, the shape considered best, 

after taking into consideration all the  important factors listed earlier, has 

been put as No.   (i). 

(i)    Frustum of a oone with its  smaller fane on the topi 

(ii)   Tapering hexagonal pyramid with its smaller faoe on the topi 

(iii)   Tapering rectangular pyramid with its smaller faoe on the top 
(modifie    OIML shape)| 

(iv)    Tapering   >•< otangular pyramid with  it.    mailer faoe on the top to 
the OIMl, .-liape. 
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b.    The smaller weights   (from 100 g   to 2 kg ) 

These mights will also be oast iron weights.    The weights in this series 

oan be made in any of the following four shapes.    Various alternative shapes 

have been arranged, as before, in order of preferenoei 

(i)     Flat nesting type weights»     frustum of an inverted oone with its 
larger faoe on the top,  so as to prevent its slipping from the 
hand) 

(ii)     Flat nesting type weights}    tapering hemgonal pyramid with its 
larger faoe on the top,  so as to prevent its slipping from the 
hand | 

(iii)     Knob weights      (modified OIML shape)) 

(iv)     Knob weights to the OIML shape. 

o.    The smallest weights  (from 3 g   to 50 kg ) 

Being very small weights, these oannot be conveniently made from oast 

iron and are,  therefore, usually made from brass.    They are required to be 

finished by machining. The weights in this series oan be made to any of the 

following three shapes.    Various alternative shapes have been arranged, as 

before,  in order of preferenoei 

(i)    Flat nesting type weights)     frustum of an inverted oone with 
its larger faoe on the top,   so as to prevent its slipping from 
the hand.    The 50 g   weight,  i.e. the largest amongst these 
weights, should nest on top of the  100 g weights in the series b. 
above,  in the shapes (i) and (ii)f 

(ii)    Knob weights      (modified OINL shape).    These weights should matoh 
the weights in the series b. above,  in the shape (iii)) 

(iii)    Knob weights to the OINL shape.    These weights should matoh the 
weights in the series b. above,  in the shape (iv). 

d.    Adjusting oavities 

(a)    5 kj   to y kj   wy^hte 

These weights will have a reotangular tapering oavity, with the 
smaller faoe on the outside, to prevent the lead fron ooaing out.    The oavity 
oan be provided either on the underside or on the upper side.    Oavities    oan 
also be OIML design. 

Shape» [i) andHfl. 

These weights will have a oiroular tapering cavity, with the smaller 
faoe on the outside,  to prevent the lead from ooming out.    The oavity oan be 
provided,  as  in the oase of above weights either on the underside or on the 
upper side. 
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Oavitiaa on tha top aa par OIML daaign or opon. 

Only tha 50 g   waight will ba provided with an adjuitlnf oavity. 
ffcia will b« of tht typo daaoribad in tha aariaa b. abov«. 

Tha tolaraaoai on thia ooaraa aariaa of waighta will ba about thraa tiaaa 
aa ooaraa aa on tha aadiua aoowaoy (M2) OZNL waifhta. 
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Aimax III 

RBVTSIOH OP TRI COMPOSITE I3IRI LAWt    SUXMTIOIB FOR IHOLÜSIOlf 
RMARSIHG THE HEIGHTS AND MtASURBB LAW 

1. Wherever a re fere noe is mad* in the Law to the expression "Oaen-e- 

Makiyaseha", it should be replaced by a translation of "National Law for 

Metrology". 

2. A "specification" i.e. a "standard" issued under the "Law for fetrology" 

should be given a different nane to distinguish it fron the usual apeoifioation 

issued by the ISIRI as a national standard (whioh is oalled in Farsi "•standard") 

equivalent of "Sohedule" or another suitable word nay be usad for the "Legal 

Metrology Standards". 

3. The following olauses may be addadi 

(a) "Regulations   regarding- the applioation of the Law to différant 

olasaas oft 

(i)   Goods; 

(ii)   Undertakings| 

(iii)   Measures and measuring* instruments; 

(iv)   Users of measures and measuring instrumentât 

will be issued from time to time aa and whan considered neoessary"- 

(b) "Any sohedule published under the "Law for Metrology1', will be 
automatically oompulsory and binding: on all those users, who arm oovered by 
the "Regulations" issued under the Law"| 

(o)    "A Standing Committee will be empowered to formulata Rules, 
Regulations and Sohedules, as and whan consider ed neoessary and publish and 
issue the same on behalf of the Government"* 

(d) "Any measures or msasuring instruments the uaa of whioh is oovered 
by the "Metrology Law", will have to be of an "Approved Model".    The approval 
of models will be oarried out by or under the supervision of the ISIRI, and 
will apply equally to items manufactured in Iran as well as those importad 
into the oountry"* 

(e) "The Government may exempt either provisionally or permanently, 
certain oategories of instruments or oertain installations from some or all 
of the provisions of the Law for reasons of I 

(i)   1 sport promotion, or 

(ii)   lational security". 

U~ 
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noix or ism ii THE nnxwTRiAL mmuainmr OF IRA* 

A.    fllftorloal dsv»loi«aant of I3IRI 

Pro« very early times Iran had been known for «»porting a number of 

handioraft producta and other items auoh as dry fruits ato., but difficulties 

war« bain« experienced on aooount of multiplicity of tha unita of waights and 

measures in di f far ant parts of tha oountry. 

With a view to regulating tha trada of various items within tha oouvtry 

as wall aa for promoting its international trada, tha Government of Iran 

took tha important atap of enaoting tha Weighta and Measuree Law of Iran, 

whioh raoognizad tha uae of the units of tha metric system only   am fax baok 
aa 1933.    The mu Law brought about tha much needed uniformity in the weight« 

and measures being used all over the oountry. 

The introduction of the metrio system gave a great boost to tha interna- 

tional trada of Iran and paved the way for the future development of ita 

industries,  specially because this system of units was already prevalent in 

other oountries and was being adopted by many more countries.    It is obvious 

that tha universality and the importance of the metrio syatem were realized 

by the Government of Iran almost half a oentury ago. 

However,  the Government also realized that the adoption of the metrio 

aystem alone was not suffioient for taking adequate oare of the rapidly 

growing industries of the oountry, some oontrol on the quality of the produots 

being made looally was also neoessary.    They, therefore, kept on taking 

further neoessary steps from time to time to enaure the high quality of 
various itema being produced either for internal consumption in the oountry or 

for export.    A similar oontrol on the quality of different itema being imported 

into the oountry waa alao oonaidered neoessary. 

The first major step in this direotion was taken early in 1954. when it 

was ¿molded to set up a Standards Bureau.    Within three months the proposed 

Bureau was established in the Ministry of Commerce.    Simultaneoumly a piece 

of land measuring 15,000 m2 was bought on the Old   Karaj Road for oonstruoting 

a suitably designad building for the Bureau.   The construction of this 

building was oosjpleted in 1958 »nd the Bureau moved to the new site aeon 

 J 
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after.    As the main function of this Bureau was expeoted to be the formulation 

of standard specifications and their implementation for controlling the 

quality of various produots, it was renamed the Institute of Standards. 

The Institute of Standards was formally inaugurated by His Imperial 

Majesty the Shahanshah Aria Mehr on 29 September   1959 and he signed its Law on 

15 June  1960. 

In March 1963»  the    Karaj Industrial Laboratories, which had been esta- 

blished sometime earlier to assist an industrial estate to be set up near 

Karaj,    were merged with and put under the oharge  of the Institute of Standards. 

This step was taken after the proposal for setting up the industrial estate had 

been dropped.    After the merging of the two organizations, the Institute was 

renamed once again and it re oe i ved its present name,  i.e. the Institute of 

Standards and Industrial Researoh of Iran (ISIRI). 

After operating for a few years in the Old Karaj Road buildings,  the whole 

Institute was transferred in 1967 to the more spacious buildings of the 
o 

Industrial Laboratories, which had been built on a plot of   280,000 <n   and 
2 

possessed an attaohed housing colony measuring about   100,000 m    with   20 

houses already built. 

It may be mentioned here that of all the steps taken for promoting the 

cause of standardizado., and effective control on the aoouraoy of various measures 

and measuring instruments in use throughout the oountry, the most signifioant 

step was the decision to set up a Metrology Centre under the ISIRI.    This 

deoision was based on the re commendati on made by Riohard Vieweg in his Report 

of August   1966, presented after his exploratory mission to the ISIRI under 

the auapioeB    of UNESCO.    The chief functions of suoh metrology oentres are to 

maintain and/or to aohieve in praotioe the values of various quantities repre- 

senting different %unit s of measurement,  to oalibrate and/or supply neoessary 

standards to soienoe, technology and industry and to maintain a striot control 

on the aoouraoy of every measure and measuring instrument in use anywhere in 

the oountry through suitably organized legal metrology departments. 

The proper development of the Metrology Centre of the ISIRI is very impor- 

tant for the oountry, as it is now a well established faot that development 

of the soienoe of measurement is essential for a oountry1 s seourity, the 

development of its economy and the safety and the health   of its people.    The 

extent to whioh a oountry oan progress in soientifio, teohnologioal and 

industrial fields is direotly proportional to the level of development    of its 

measurement oapability. 

v* 
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In view of the importano« of this matter, a suitable projeot was drawn up 

under the auspioee of UNIDO.    The projeot was initiated in  1970 and detailed 

planning and designing of various buildings etc. and the purohase of important 

items of equipment were taken in hard under the advioe of a team of United 

Nations advisers working under the overall supervision of a chief technioal 

adviser.    Work has been steadily progressing over the past five years and 

the Metrology Centre  is now fairly well equipped in most of its Divisions 

ar.d undertaking proper calibration work.    Steps are being taken to apprise all 

the prospective users of the calibration facilities available at the Institute 

to enable them to get all their measures and measuring instruments tested and 

calibrated.    Neoessary steps are also being taken to enlarge and extend the 

measuring capabilities of the Metrology Centre to enable it to oarry out 

measurements of the highest accuracy in all the important fields. 

The Metrology Centre was offioially inaugurated by His Exoellenoy Parrokh 

Najm Abadi, Minister of Industries and Mines,  on 3 May 1975« 

B.    Management of the ISIRI 

The ISIRI derives its authority from the Constitution adopted under the 

enactment of i960    (Law and Artioles of Association of the Institute of 

Standards and Industrial Resarch of Iran) and operates as a Department of the 

Government of Iran under the Ministry of Industries and Mines. 

A High Council under the Chairmanhip of the Minister of Industries and Mines 

is the highest polioy making and controlling organ of the ISIRI.    The High 

Council is representative of both the private and public seotors of trade and 

industry, as well as of agrioulture.    It also inoludes some nominated experts. 

Under the High Council,  the Director General of the ISIRI is responsible for 

oarrying out the day to day administration of the Institute.    He is assisted 

by six Assistant Directors General and twenty Departmental Heads. 

The six Assistant Directors General are in oharge of eaoh of the following 

Departments of the ISIRI 1 

Administration 

Planning and Research 

Affairs of Cities and Provino«* 

Agricultural and Animal Industrie« 

Building and Chemical Industrie« 

Eleotrioal and Meohanioal Industrie« 

J 
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The twenty departmental heads are responsible for eaoh of the branoh 

offioes looated in different places in the country. 

Eaoh of the assistant Direotors General is assisted by a number of 

heads of offioes or laboratories working in various offioes and laboratories 

under them.    Eaoh offioe and eaoh laboratory is staffed by offioe assistants, 

soientifio and teohnioal experts and teohnioians as well as helpers to look 

after the day to day work in their aeotions. 

C    Broad funotions of the ISIRI 

The ISIRI, as the name itself indioates,  is a multifunction Institute. 

Its ohief funotions are the following! 

1. It is the Bureau of Standards of Iran,  i.e. it is required to look after 

all the work pertaining to the country's national standards of various units 

of mea sûrement, make the neoessary standards available to soienoe, teohnology 

and industry and to maintain control of the aoouraoy of various standards in 

use in the whole of the oountry; 

2. It is the Institute of Legal Metrology of Iran, i.e.  it is required to 

implement various provisions of the Law on Metrology, oommonly known as the 

Weights and Measures Law,  suoh ae co trolling the aoouraoy of weights, measures 

and measuring instruments used in everyday trade and transactions all over the 

country, as well as to ensure that oorreot quantitites are delivered to 

oustomers during various transactions, whether these are mad« within the oountry 

or for export or import purposes. 

3. It is the Institute of Standards of Iran,  i.e. it is responsible for 

laying down the oriteria for the quality of various raw mataríais and finish«! 

produots by formulating and promulgating national standard specifications, as 

well as for laying down standards of performano«, preparing oodes of praotio«, 

operating a quality marking •oheme for ensuring a high standard in the quality 

of various artioles being manufactured in the oountry and «nforoing oompulsory 

inspection and testing of suoh items|    oomplianoe to these national standards 

is considered important «ith«r for ensuring safety and or proper quality for 

export purposes.   All the items imported are also relaeed fro« the customs 

after they are found to oomply with relevant standards. 
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4.      It is the Institut« of Industrial Research of Iran,  i.e.  it is responsible 

for taking up research and development projects whioh are of direot interest 

to various industries in Iran. 

The prudence of grouping together itll the above-mentioned functions into 

a fing] e Institute    hat; resulted in a great saving to the  Government   of Iran. 

In discharging ite multifarious duties in respect of all  these  functions,  the 

ISIRI has to import only one set of important items oí' equipment,  instead of 

three,  and set up only one workshop,  one  library and one documentation centre. 

The total cost has thus been out down to almost one third of what it would have 

otherwise been.    The other great advantage of grouping Js that it permits muoh 

better planning for each of these disciplines, eliminating all chanoes of 

unwanted duplioation. 

D.    ISIRI'E partiopation in international activities 

In order to oarry out efficiently its day to day work and to maintain 

its standard at the international level,  the ISIRI actively   participated in 

the deliberations of various international organizations    having a bearing on 

its work.     It joined the  following organisations on the  dates  showni 

International Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML) 1939 

International Organization for Standardisation (ISO) 196O 

International Eleotroteohnioal Commission (ŒC) 1965 

International Commission for Illumination (CIÉ) 1968 

International Organization of Weights and Measures (OIPM) 1975 

ISIRI also participates in the work of the following organizations of 

whioh it is also a member 1 

World Assooiation of Industrial and Technical Research Organization« 
(WAITRO) 

Comité" European du Beton (OEB) 

PAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius Commission 

Regional Cooperation for Development (ROD) 

Asian Standards Advisory Committee (ASAC) 

At present the ISIRI is more intimately involved in the teohnioal activi- 

ties of the  ISO than of any other international body.     It holds the Secretariate 

of a number of ISO teohnioal ooramittees and contributes signifioantly to their 

work. 
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In the very near futur«,  the TSIRI will also be participating significantly 

in the teohnioal work of some of the OIML committees.   A few proposals are 

already under preparation.    Partioipation will beoome closer with the adoption 

of the new Weights and Measures Law of Iran and its enforcement throughout the 

oountry. 

Besides affiliation with International  organi/At ions,   the ISIRI maintains 

olose relations with Bimilar bodies in several countries.     Exchange of informa- 

tion with these countries has been found to be very useful. 

B.    Formulation of national atandard »peoifioation« and eo&ts 
«TO7X1 

The present demand from industry oalls for the formulation oJ.' a muoh larger 

number of standard spécifications and oodes of praotioe eto.  eaoh year than 

the  ISIRI oan manage with ite preaent resources.    It has a number of limitation« 

but  the one whioh matters most is the insufficiency of trained scientists, 

engineers and technologist«     for handling the entire load of work.    The 

preparation of such standards whioh have  the highest priority only oan, therefore, 

be taken up.    To be able  to prepare the largest number of standards in a limited 

time and with the assiatanoe  of a limited number of experts,   the  ISIRI has 

taken special steps to exercise a striot vigil on the time  spent by each expert 

on eaoh stage of the preparation of eaoh of the standards.     The whole process 

of the formulation of standards,  starting from the reoeipt  of the proposal  to 

the printing of the finalized draft,  has been divided into more  than two dozen 

distinct stages,  for the purpose of aooounting and controlling the time spent 

by various experts. 

The) responsibility for approving new  subjects for standardization lies 

mainly with the Direotor General, but before according his approval he has to 

satisfy himaelf regarding the adequacy of priority.    Onoe a  aubjeot is approved, 

the preliminary draft is prepared by a Teohnioal Working Group and then di sous sed 

in a Teohnioal Committee consisting of experts, produoers,   consumers and other 

interested parties.    After the necessary deliberations the draft  is finished 

and circulated to industry and other interested bodies for their oommenta.    The 

draft  is further amended  in the light of the comments reoeived,   if considered 

necessary,  then finally edited by the Editing Committee and  plaoed before the 

specific National Committee  for further discussion and approval before being 

sent for printing. 
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Miti 

111« following «UVM Mattonai Ooanittaa« ar« r««pon«ibl« for approving 

•nal standards preparad by tbt IBXU on diffarant •ubjaotat 

Blaotrotoohnioal Industri«• 

Ta stilai and Laathar 

Tijabar, Wood and Papar 

Pood and Agricultura 

Building *nd Oonatruotion 

Ohaaioal Induatriaa 

•itala and Minarais 

Bbohanioal Induatriaa 

Il luminati on 

Offioa Boouasnt« and Furnitur« 

VJslghta and ft» a sur« a 

Th* mwbar of standards flnaliaad to data ia 1,4711 of thaa« ovar 1,400 
MM published.   Oa« hvadred  «ad ono •anufaaturara haw baan granted 

Lioanoaa for Ooaauleory Standardisation, and 38 for Voluntary Standardisation | 

49 savrafaoturcrs ara baine aaadnad for tha iaauanoa of lioanoaa.    Pourty 

thrae li ai of produotion bara baan oloaad dotm for want of ooaplianoa to 

relevant atandarda. 

F. 

Basi da a tas aain laboratori«» of tha Institut» in Kawaj     tha ISTM 

àdBinlstretive and Planning Mvielons (6) 
Antral Workshop, library and Photography and Baprodttotion laotien 

Oity and Provlnolal Braaoa» (l3) 

Iaport Oontrol Laboratori«« (H) 

Waight» and ftaaauras Laboreterlee (11) 
•eliaarkiag   of Praoloua Bátala Leboratari«« (6) 

Tha  •algataaln laboratori«« of tha IBIM at gamj    oonelot of a 

•f aemlfer    laborateriaa.    Theee arai 

astrology Laboratory 

Length abtrology Laboratory 
Paraa and Preeeure Labaratary 

Bleetroteohniojuoe Laboratory 

Blaatranlo« Labaratary 
Tiaa and Praauenoy Laboratory 
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UM rati Metrology Laboratory 

Photoaetry Laboratory 

Strength of Ikt«rial« Laboratory 

Safety Glasaee for Autoaobiles Laboratory 

Fluid Control and Pressurised Oontainara Laboratory 

Foundry Sand Teating Laboratory 

Metallurgy and Oorroalon Laboratory 

Oaa Burning Applianoee Laboratory 

Oaa Oylindar lalvee, Hoaa Pipas and L.P.O. Pressure Regulators Laboratory 

Food and Agrioulturai Produots Control Laboratory 
Rubber, Plaatioa aad Paints Control Laboratory 

Oil and Petrooheaioala Laboratory 

Ohealoals and Photoohaaiatry Laboratory 

Ooaaetios and Detergents Laboratory 

Natala and Minorala Laboratory 

Soil Meohanloa Laboratory 

Road and Buildinge Laboratory 

Hidaa, Skins and Laather Laboratory 

Maat and Dairy Produota Laboratory 

Fibra and Taxtilaa Laboratory 

Olothes and Covering Mataríais Laboratory 

Wool and Oarpata Laboratory 

Tiaber, Hood and Papar Laboratory 

Packing and Paokaging Laboratory 

Fraaarvation of Food Produots Laboratory 

ill theas laboratoriaa kaap busy in formulating new atandarda and oarrying 
out taata in thair raapaotiva fis Ids, oithor in a pans at ion with toa Oertifloati« 

Harke Soheaa or tha Ooapulaory Standarda Soheaa.    Soaa laboratoriaa ara alao 

handling a fatr raaaaroh and davalopasnt projeota for tha banafit of varioua 

induatrloa in Iran. 

<*•    T^tln« aotivitlaa of ths I8HI 

Tha Z8IRI handlea a oonaidarabla amount of taat work «aoh year in the «ain 

Karaj   Laboratory as wall ae in the brano he a and other teatine organiaationa 

under it.    Various materials teated fall into one or the other of the following 

categoriesi 
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(a) General tasting for industry or the calibration of standards and 
measuring instruments for soient if io, teohnologioal and industrial institutions! 

(b) Implementation of the Oertifioation Narks Sóbame| 

(o)    Implementation of the Sohene for enforoing Oompulsory Standardisation 
in respeot of items fori 

(i)   Use within the oountry; 

(ii)   Export withing the oountry{ 

(iii)   Imported items| 

(d) Heights, measures or measuring instrumsnts, in oonneotion with the 
implementation of the Weights and Measures Lawsi 

(e) Hallmarking   of preoious metala. 

Figures for the number of samples handled and the number of tests oarried 

out in various laboratories from 1972 to 1975 are given below. 

Hi* "OfK in the mail 
tTrmìtaviiéi 

laboratories at Kara.1 

Ho. of samples tested 

Mo. of tests oarried out 

* 

2,908 

11,215 

1 
r 

5.212 

32,267 

1 
r 

6,867 

38,941 

Iff* Wfffc fl hrw?ab WttTr*9rtf i ?f thy ¡KM 
íTrm-]í¿Htin. 

Io. of samplet tested 

Material exported (t 

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 TiTsnr       ihwr      MTW) 
16,087 

269,579 

23,079 

383,291 
22,015 

231,781 

1Á imoort oe 
»7-ssT*fcSV*> 

itrol laboratorl.i 

Io. of les tested 

f$r      W&r     «r 
55,757 90,615 107,478 

J 
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T..t „ark handl.d Ü1 11 J»ÌMhtl tnd HHMUTi! ItUffittrlll 
Virava 

Io. of weight«, Mftiur«« and 
otter it«M v»rifi«d 

1972/73 197VJ4 1?]A/7? 
H78ÍJ Hi• TÏÏ353T 

1,669,681 2,532,520        1,893,274 

^ —* h^«* ^ ^ irtowfrtti fro* 1972-1375 

lo. of •*•*!•. Mrìnd 41,741 24,189 25,849 
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